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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

ihe continual increase in the demand for reliabie communication through

digital transmission calls for spectrally efficient modulation schemes. Spectrally

efficient modulation, sometimes, in some loose sense, is referred to as the use of'

power to save bandwidth, much as coding is referred to as the use of bandwidth -

to save power. However, a meaningful measure of spectral efficiency lies in the

notion of effective use of available signal space dimensions. The more effectively

the available dimensions are used to increase the transmission throughput, the

higher is the spectral efficiency. This notion of effective use of available signal

space is the central idea of this thesis and leads to the development of a new class

of digital modulation schemes which has been named Quadrature-Quadrature

Phase Shift Keying or Q2PSK

The primary objective of a spectrally efficient modulation scheme is to max-

irnize the bandwidth efficiency (b ) defined as the ratio of data rate (R, to chan-

iel bandwidth W) . Since a signal cannot be both strictly duration-lininted and

strictly baridlirnited, there are two approaches in designing a spectrally efficient

data transniission scheme. One is the bandlimiting approach: the other is the

tiMeliI ntin approach. In the former, a strictly bandlimited 4pectral shape is

,arefully chosen for the data pulse so as to -at isfy the Nyiist ('riterion of zero 

• 0 1
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intersymbol interference (ISI). In the latter, the data pulse is designed to have a

short duration and the definition of bandwidth is somewhat relative depending

on the situation involved. The initial development of Q2PSK followed the latter

approach; the former approach, however, proved useful in the final stage.

Like bandwidth, power is also a costly resource in most transmission

environments. So another objective in designing a high rate data transmission

scheme is to reduce the average energy per bit (E,) needed to achieve a specified

bit error rate (BER) The bit error rate performance of two schemes are usually

compared under the assumption of a bandlimited channel corrupted by additive

white Gaussian noise (A WGN). Suppose the two sided power spectral density of

the noise is N0/ 2 Then a standard parameter for comparing the two modula-

tion schemes is the energy efficiency which is the ratio E6 /No required to achieve

a specified bit error rate, say to- ; the lower the energy efficiency , the better is

the performance.

'Fle energy efficiency depends mostly on the signal space geometry. The

bandwidth efficiency primarily depends on two factors; firstly the basic

waveforms of the data shaping pulses and secondly the utilization of all possible

signal space dimensions available within the given transmission bandwidth. In

data cornnllunication, the notion of increasing the rate of transmission by increas-

Inghe nunber of dimHensions became prominent when p(eoJple switched from

liniary Ph1tase Shift keying (II'SK) to QOiadrature t'hase, Shift Keyin (l",h.-.

lodiulatiori studies during the last t.weritY years proposed eoveral miiodificati nns of

O SK . (f heo, ()fiset uadrature IPhase S hit le,ying. joof'J l and \lininuinxi

~ .~ %.
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Shift Keying (MSK gained popularity because of their several attributes.

Numerous variations of OPfSK arid .lSK have been reported in the literature: but

almost all of them follow the sarne QPSK assumption of two dimensional

transmission. Tamed Frequency Modulation ( T'FM ) and relatively unknown

Ouadrature Overlapped [Raised Cosine Modulation ( QORC ) followed slightly

difterent approaches to attain a sharp spectrum fall-off for lower out-of-band

radiation. Unfortunately, both of them introduce intersymbol interference ( ISI )

in the system and suffer from a loss in the energy efficiency over NISK. In the

next chapter we will briefly review some of these schemes and point out their

attributes and shortcomings.

Shannon's channel capacity theorem I1 provides an upper bound to the

bandwidth efficiency for a given signal energy. It is observed that the order of

bandwidth efficiency one achieves with the currently existing schemes is very poor

compared to the maximum bandwidth efficiency allowed by Shannon's channel

capacity bound. The large gap between Shannon's bound and practically achieved

bandwidth efficiency may motivate someone to improve the bandwidth efficiency

by a factor of five or more. However, if one restricts oneself to binary type of

cOMI mu nication, an improvement by a factor of two can be expected 2 . It, is

well known that the space of sig nals essentially initmied in time to an interval r

and in one sided bandwidth occupancy to IF is isen t ially 2fry-dinensional. ft

is observed that the shortconlings of the exist iIIg schemes lie III tile inmiebeen t ise

of available sigrnal space dimiinsions. For a given bandwidth Pq1al to 1he data

rate . Ol-SK and MISK ,-, ()lk as tiiich as half of the available diiliisiorts. In
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chapter three we propose Quadrature-Quadrature Phase Shift Keying or Q2PSK

which utilizes all available signal space dimensions. It uses two data shaping

pulses and two carriers, which are pairwise quadrature in phase, and creates two -"

•I

more dimensions in addition to the existing two already in use by QPSK and

MSK. The new scheme thus increases the bandwidth efficiency by a factor of two

over the conventional schemes without altering the average bit energy require-

ment substantially. One may recall that QPSK brought the same sort of

improvement over BPSK; Q2PSK does it again over QPSK and MSK.

QPSK utilizes all available signal space dimensions; therefore incoherent

detection is not possible at the receiver. For coherent detection, one needs to

know the carrier phase and clock timing information. In certain transmission sys-

tems, such as partial response signalling schemes, this information can be carried •

out by separate pilot tones at the spectral nulls of the modulated signal. How-

ever, in most situations it is more desirable that one recovers this information

troin the modulated signal itself. It will be shown that Q2PSK signal has self

clocking and self synchronizing ability. In chapter three we present a synchroni-

zation scheme which recovers carrier phase and clock timing information. 0

In designing a r iodulation scheme, though energy and bandwidth efficiencies

are the two most important criteria, a constant envelope in the modulated signal

may b , an additional desirable teature for certain nonlinear t :pe of channels 3

[,or inistance, the travetlin i wav, tilbe (T\' T) arplifier in a iatellite repeater

usially converts aIplitude %ariations to spurious phase modulation. This AN to

PM\l conversion caises degradation in t0l, bit error rate perforriiance of the signal.

-.... ... 4 ,-".2,'. -- .. -: -- .-- .-. .. . . . . . . . . . .- . - ._" :. . . . . . .- _. . . ,-



A constant envelope in the modulated signal may reduce this problem to a great

extent. Also if the channel is nonlinear due to the presence of class C devices, a

constant envelope may be an essential requirement. In both situations, MSK with

its constant envelope does a very good job. Tamed Frequency Modulation (TFM)

.1 1, which is another constant envelope scheme, is preferred to MSK in certain

situations where low level out-of-band radiation is more important than a loss in

the energy efficiency. The Q'PSK signal, in the absence of any additional con-

straint, does not maintain a constant envelope. However, a simple block coding

prior to modulation provides a constant envelope. This coded Q2PSK outperforms

TFM in both energy and bandwidth efficiencies. Its bandwidth efficiency is of the -

order of 1.5 times that of MSK and TFM. Like uncoded Q2PSK , this coded

scheme also possesses self clocking and self synchronizing ability; but the required

synchronizing scheme is different from that of the uncoded version.

Q2PSK uses two data shaping pulses and two carriers which are pairwise

quadrature in phase. The scheme is generalized by incorporating n orthogonal

data shaping pulses alongwith two orthogonal carriers to create a 2n-dimensional

signal space. The bandwidth requirement in the formation of this signal space,

}iowever. increases with the number n. The original case of n=2 increases the

bandwidth efficiency by a factor of two over MSK at the expence of 1.6 dB -

increase in the average bit energy. The extra bit energy requirement is avoided' :.,

by allowing a loss in the bandwidth efficiency; in the special case of n=3, a

bandwidi(th (1t1ciencv which is 1.5 times that of .ISK is achieved without any

increase in the average hit ',rerrv. Tiis bandwidth ell-wiciinc s i also I.- ) i("

0 o'

- . . .. . . .



that of QORC [ 5 , which is a non constant envelope scheme but more spectrally

compact than MSK. This generalized Q2PSK does not maintain a constant

envelope; its spectral density, however, falls off faster than the original Q2 PSK

The original Q2PSK uses a half cosinusoid and a half sinusoid as two data

shaping pulses. On bandlimiting, these two pulses cause intersymbol interference

and therefore Q2PSK requires a little higher bit energy compared to MSK. In an

attempt to eliminate both in phase and cross intersymbol interference a new class

of pulse shapes is suggested. A few members of this class are easily implementable

and improve both energy and bandwidth efficiencies considerably over the origi-

nal scheme. This new class of pulse shapes also sheds some light on an important

issue of binary communication. It is well known that the best rate one can

achieve with binary communication is the Nyquist rate of two bits per second per

Hertz; this is only possible if one uses a sinc function as the data shaping pulse.

But realization of a sinc function is known to have problems from both theoreti-

cal and implementation points of view. One solution was given by Adam Lender

through his Duobinary scheme 6 j. We will briefly discuss the Duobinary scheme

in the next chapter. The Duobinary signal achieves the Nyquist rate but it does O

riot maintain a binary type of communication; it uses three level detection. The

new class of pulse shapes that we will propose in chapter six requires less bit

energy arid achieves the Duobinary rate with only two level detection. S

N -n.

-,

'0.'



CHAPTER TWO

CURRENT MODULATION TECHNIQUES

On off Keying is the most primitive digital modulation scheme which uses

two states of a signal to represent binary zeros and ones. In Binary Phase Shift 0

Keying (BPSK ),these two states are represented by two opposite phases of a

carrier; this is an antipodal signalling scheme. Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

QPSK ) can be considered as two BPSK systems in parallel; it uses two orthogo-

nal carriers of the same frequency for the two BPSK systems. QPSK transmission

is thus two dimensional. Nany of the current modulation schemes maintain the

basic QPSK-assumption of two dimensional transmission. In this chapter we will

discuss some of current modulation techniques which follow the two dimensional

assumption in a direct or indirect sense. Namely, we will discuss Quadrature

Phase Shift Keying ( QPSK ), Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying ( OQPSK ).

Minimum Shift Keying ( vISK ), Quadrature Overlapped taised Cosine ( QOW

signalling scheme, Tamed Frequency Modulation ( TFNi ) and l)uobinary

,cheme. Some of the schemes maintain constant envelope, sonie of them do not:

we, consider both types of modulation for evaluating 0-i'SK perforiiiaiwe in

(Ii rerei t pvrs pect i es.

• °S

0
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2.1 Quadrature Phase Shift Keying, Offset Quadrature

Phase Shift Keying and Minimum Shift Keying

A block diagram of the QPSK modulation scheme 3,7 is shown in Figure

2.1. The input binary data stream a (t) with the bit rate I/' T is demultiplexed

into two streams a,(t) and a,(t) .The duration of each bit in the derniultiplexed

streams is twice the duration of the incoming bit. Streams a,(t) and a 2 ( t) are

* multiplied by sine and cosine carriers and summed to form the QPSK signal

8 qpAj(t)

3 qpsk(t a,(t) cos(2 7f t~ ~ a a2 t sin (2 rf0 t--)
V -4 V,2T 4

__ cos(2 rf t t(2 1

where each of adit) and aft) is either -- I or -1 and o) ,depending on a,(t) anid

a,(t) ,is one of 00, ±90 and isoo Thus carrier phase during any 2 T interval

is one of the four phases. In the next 2 T interval, if neither of the two bit

itreaniis chaniges sign, the carrier phase remains the same. If orie oC themi ciiarig(--i

sign, a phase shift of to occurs. A change of sign in both streams cause.,- a

phase shift of 1800' Rapidi chaniges in the carrier phase hias (leterioratin,' el1ects

onI the signial and1 the adjacent, channel whleni it midA'rgovs banlirliji i>2, aii(f

hard limitting operations.

Ihse(eterioiratirig ollerl s are partiaLLY eliiiuruat ed in ()l* ()tui:iJ r:it ire

1llhase . liift lkeviriL4 (')01"-A [,7 wiie) frr ' t - o'U bi t jtr( i i ; arf ht w : 1i(,%% Pd t

c'1~g t lui[r -iL b i silrl 1t;L i(tI~ it t t ( V JI~ tli ) )," i IJJI ofJ I) ti

Th It. I i - 5 1(>)hitp li-lw d h. kf% (wh>, r dfiI~uiuu in- lthit 'trrr:1111 2,U hP :i
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amiount of time T as illustrated in Figure 2.2. By pulse shaping, further elimi-

iiation of abrupt changes in the carrier phase is possible. In fact, it is totally

e,niinated in Mlinimum Shift Keying (NfSK) l 3,8,9 where a cosinusoidal data

shaping pulse is used in place of the rectangular one ofOQSasiltredn

Figure 2.2. This pulse shaping in tISK also brings some spectral compactness

Over ()QISK .The .tISK signal (,an be written as

1 7 tt
- ~al(t ) cos( -L cos(2irf, t I+ a2(t ) sin( -7r sin(2rf, 08msk It) T 2T VT 2T

cos12nr(f' bi )t Ok 0()1 22T IT

where bit) =-a,(t)a 2(t) .and o(t) o or ~raccording to a, ~- or -1 .Thus

.tISK signals can have one of two instantaneous frequencies, f, ± The spac-

Ing between the two frequencies9 Is -.. This is the minimum spacing with

which two FSK signals of duration T can be orthogonal; hence the name

%liniliur 't Keving (AfSK) . The baseband power spectral densities S~.f)

a1nd( o',,, r QPSlK (or OQPSk. and NLSK are given by

' k 2I ~o2r72.3)

VI 'n~x 7'1
%O ere In ail cases3.

f (f [4 I2.

III ch.aptcr t (tree e wIllIsci theseu *-.pvcra alou(!. WithI that of Quadrature-

(, in I rat ii r c I ;, '- h ft II'_ :
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2.2 Tamed Frequency Modulation

TFM is a type of frequency modulation [ 4,10 J suitable for digital transmis-

sion. We know frequency modulation is different from frequency shift keying; in

the former frequency transitions are smooth, in the latter frequency transitions

are abrupt. The difference, therefore, iies in the phase trajectories of the carrier or

central frequency. So in considering TFM in a group of modulation schemes most

of which are frequency shift keying types, phase trajectory turns out to be a com-

mon ground for discussion. We would like to pursue the discussion of TFM on

this ground. One may consider TFM as an improvement in the phase trajectories

of NISK with the use of correlative coding; in that sense, TFM also follows the

basic QPSK assumption of two dimensional transmission.

We mentioned earlier that %ISK uses one of the two frequencies

f (f, 1,,A T) and f- (f, 1 4T) to represent the demultiplexed bit

streams ( Figure 2.1 ) over every bit interval of T. So another way of represent- .

ing an NISK signal is the following instead of demultiplexing the input bit

streailis antd then representing them by one of the two frequencies, one may

(I rct ly represent a -1 by and a -1 by f - such that phase is continuous at

Ihe bit transitoi iis tan ts. Ilie excess phbase of the carrier of Crequenicy f, is given

2, 
(2. 6)'27"

.pical phase trnjer orv o4 NISR 1%ia: V ii re 2.3 ) shows frequent slope

diP.()' Iril iT II . The '4e',tr:1 ()f it v -(" \IS wotilh harve bh eri riarrower i' the

0

.. 7--- ..... : .- .. . . . . . . . . ..
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edges of the phase path were smoothed out. In an attempt to achieve higher spec-

tral compactness, TFNI uses correlative coding for smoothing out oscillations and

sharp edges of the phase path. A typical TFNv[ phase trajectory is also shown in

Figure 2.3. For MSK,

01r' T) I (n T) (7r, 2). a, (2.7)

and for TFNM,

0(nT -t- T) a~n T) (r 2 (2.8)0
4 2 4

with 0(0) =0 if au a, 1  and 0(0) =ir/ 4 if a0 a, 4 In addition to going

through the phase values given by (2.8) the phase variation should be as smooth

as possible. as shown in Figure 2.3b. From the coding rule illustrated in (2.8) it

follows that phase changes of -~are obtained If three consecutive bits have the

same polarity, and the phase remains constant if the three bits are of alternating

polarity. Phase changes of -~occur when the bit configuration is one of ~

Two Ijifferenit. Wlork diagrams ,f a TFNIl imodulator are shown in Figure 2.4;

lPIr 2.1Ia delscribes TVl as frf-qeicv nodullation while F~igure 2.1lb foculsses

the two dijiietisional nature or t ratisislsiom. T'he irriptilse responlse g(t ) or thme

prelmodidation tilt er (;(!) In l--ire 2.1a Is suich that the phase ftmnctiomi 9(t) of

ie Frf~juviicy nilodimatel si;tl atisfies (2.' . Onhe ani ;liow thiat thle overall

ram :11 cr i i I i m t) i lif pretno i lIatn M tI I f r can I 1cw r It (q 1as

7 f I'

(FA 1K '-
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where Kx is a constant and 11f )is any transfer function whose impulse response

A t) satisfies the third Nyqist criterion. This criterion states that. for any integer

f h(t) it i k = 0 (2.10)
2 k 11T 2

-- 0 k 0

:A rtiilimum bandwidth choice for 11ff is

U - I 7' (2. 11
91in n.f T

0 ,U >1 2T.

\With this choice of II(f), an approximate expression for bit error probability of

TF [ II is giveri by

2• 2OUvTFET4E)o- - Q :4iX.)('.2

>irriilarlv for \LS ,

1%Ier'( ) QWvSK& (Eo 2.13 0_
%v here

!(, 1 2 i -2 xp( r' 2)dz 2.1 0

Phw pIctral delnsity of ['UF\I sig a.l depen(lds considrafIbl of) th( trtilattil

hntl of the iriplilse r(,sponse, of the preiod ilatiot) fiIt ,r: Ihere im 'lo, etd I(irTl

, x ) r. I Trl for th e pect ral ,lrsitY. I lov (,r it' Ihe Iro ':1 ij l ( lr i i s ) u T the

()rir C T r Tmore., i ,t ra ir ta i  iripr vi r (i rit in lii w tit )-Y:iI),J rnli;11 n ,:s

hi n ' . ., I . I 'l nnTh f , i )li i , e d ii i , '()it -.r ti Iiii t h , T I %1 1 . a s ,

" " "-"- -" . .. "-- , ,. , , a. ,,i~u-.. ,, u~, dn -. . . . . .--. . . . . . ..". . . . ..,.--. .". . . ..'"-.
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fold effects (i) it smoothes out the phase trajectories of the carrier; as a result,

out-of-band radiation is substantially lower compared to other constant envelope

modulation schemes such as NISK, (ii) it introduces more than two levels (unlike

MISK ) at the demodulator output 4 1; the levels are ±1 , - 0.~7 As a result, the

bit error rate performance is poorer; it suffers a 1 dB3 los.s in the energy efficienicy

over NISK at bit error rate of io-'. TFVl is considered to be a better canididate

thani NISIK where bandlimfiting filtering is costly and low level out of band radia-0

tion is more important than a loss in the energy efficiency.

2.3 Quadrature Overlapped Raised Cosine Signalling Scheme

A ny two dimensional modulated bandpass signal such as OPSIK and NISK

cig all be written as

where a, t) anid a, (Lt) are the dernultiplexed bit st reamis and p(t). is the pullse

s fiapir ug corn [ol1lt. For Ql-'SKV,

2 7' 7

Mnd for NISIK (xcept fo)r a relIative timi ofFset of TU



Both QPSK and \ISI are constant envelope modulation schemes; their spec-

tral densities fall off as f and f ' respectively. A third kind of two dimensional

non constant envelope scheme can be described by a pulse shaping component

which is the convolution of the pulse shapes in (2.16a) and (2.16b) and given by

p~r= h(t) A q t -T) ( m(t+T)

irt
I -cos ) It <2T

V 6T T

= 0 t! >2T , (2 17) .,

where A is a normalizing constant ( a function of T ) so that p(t) is a unit energy

pulse and ? denotes time convolution. Here h(t) is a raised cosine pulse which

extends from -2T to -2T, and therefore causes overlapping with the adjacent

pulses on either side; hence the Dame is Quadrature Overlapped Raised Cosine

(QORC) signalling scheme ' 5 1. Its power spectral density is the product of ,

QPSK and MSK spectral densities and therefore falls off as . The spectral den-

sity is given by

2S

Sqor f ) = f~T1~~22 (2.18) --.

In addition to f4 spectral fall off, QORC retains the same first null as

QPISK ( the first null of MSK is at 1.5 times that of QPSK ). QORC is more

spectrally compact than \lSK and QPSK, hut it does not maintain a constant

envelope. Because ofr the overlapping of adjacent. pulses, matched filter detection

is riot optiIrIIum: detections with (PSK and %ISK deinodulators are two possibili-

ties. In spite of its non constant envelope, Q()l( has been reported :i to out-

perform : NISK in certain 1(or1iriear chafniels: -
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2.4 Correlative Coding Technique

All schemes we have discussed so far in this chapter use short duration pulses to

represent binary zeros and ones; the duration of the pulse is of the order of the

signalling interval. One may call this the time limited approach. In this approach0

the spectral density is niot expected to be strictly bandliniited; it falls off asymlp-

totically as some power of frequency f . In contrast, however, there lies another

approach inmely, the bandlimited approach; this is mostly due to Nyquist.

Nyquist 2 considered the problem of designing a pulse shape p(t) which is

strictly bandlirnited and causes no intersyrnbol interference (ISI )at regular sam-

pling instants nT', where T is the signalling interval. Hie showed that thle

riinimrurn bandwidth reqluired to transmit R bits/ second (or R symbols/second

wheni one considters nonbinary transmtission )is 11,,2 Hz ;the corresponding pulse

shape is a sini Iuntionl -iVefl by

p(t) (2.n9 7r
7rRt

'I'he Pulse p1 t) has long tails, but the tails pass through zeros at regular sam-

phli Iinst anits of t n R ,cr, where ri is a nonzero integer, thus creating O()

[Itvirtevrvrti ('v it h adljacw symbo 5 lflOs. ,.'o( thte mtaxii urn rate at Wvh ich one canI

traiisinit b)inary- data is. 2 hits icemond liz; this iscalled the \vquist Rate

'1ifort uinatelv, the, puilse of (2.19) is theoretically imrpossible to achi(ee

withlouit ;111 itltiilitc delay. AlIso. any1 approximtat ionl of 'it. with 11nite delayv is

impracticail becaus-e its slowl% vatryine taill callus ronsiderable iter~rubol

-111111 111 illthe am plr. P ie ec0

7.S
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of the tail is due to the discontinuity in the spectrum at the band edge. Nyquist

also considered more practical shapes with smooth transition at the band edge.

But all these filter shapes require a bandwidth in excess of R/2 Hz. One fre-

quently used shape is the Raised Cosine Spectrum ( which is different from

QORC pulse in the time domain ) with one hundred percent excess bandwidth.

This yields a rate of one bit/second. Thus even though the maximum theoretical

limit on efficiency set by Nyquist is two bits/second/Hz, the practical limit may

lie close to one bit/second.

It should be noted that a key factor behind Nyquist's result is the assump-

tion of zero memory modulation; the amplitudes of the pulses at respective sam-

pling instants are independent of the adjacent pulses. In a finite memory modu-

lation, the amplitude of the modulated signal at any sampling instant depends on

a finite number of adjacent symbols. If one is willing to deal with such finite

inenory, Nyquist's rule of maximum theoretical limit does not apply 6,11 I A
0

correlation among adjacent data pulses introduces some memory into the mnodu- .

lated signal. In an attempt to achieve the Nyquist rate, one may make use of this

riernory to relax the restrictions on the spectral sharpness of the Nyquist's

rimi1nurr1 bandwidth filter.

Lernder proposed such a correlative scherne, which is named Duobinary. The
0

Dl)i ) iiir% icheme is considered as a practical rieans of achieving Nyquist,'s

mt,, retli limit, ,sin, realizable filters lowever, it, invoklves three level detection

aild ther,'ore s,ilters a three, (II loss ii the energy eliciency over Nyquist's postu- 0

In oip. t,, r six we wilv Ipropo'v a scheme which rnaintains binary type

6.-.



communication and achieves the Nyquist rate with the use of easy realizable

filters; the scheme is more energy efficient than Duobinary.

Duobinary scheme

Assume that a stream of binary sequence { x, } is to be transmitted at the

rate of R bits/sec over the Nyquist's minimum bandwidth ideal lowpass channel

of bandwidth R/2 Hz. Let the bits be first passed through a simple digital filter

followed by Nyquist's minimum bandwidth filter of frequency response G(f) as

shown in Figure 2.5. The effect of the digital filter is to add to the present bit of

information the previous bit value. The symbol sequence { y, } at the channel S

input is

Y k + Xk_, (2.20)

The channel input amplitudes no longer remain independent. Every bit of

information will interfere with the next bit. But this interference should be dis-

tinguished from the interference due to bandlimiting. The interference due to the 0

digital filter is a controlled amount. This controlled amount of interference is the

key difference between a correlative or partial response signalling system and a
S

zero memory system as postulated by Nyquist. The equivalent frequency response

of the cascade of the digital filter and the Nyquist's minimum bandwidth filter,

6(/f), has transfer function

11(U) U) (, "e

-, ;rr '2(I) . cosGfr f-T (2.21)

- . . ..

• ~~~~~~~. .... ....... ,-..-... ............ .... ..-.-.
,, , •4 . , ' , 4 ' " I " - " - " . . . " . ,- t
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Xk J~t-kT) I'

t-kT

I H~f)

R/2

Figure 2.5. Duobinary signalling scheme. H(f) is the equivalent

frequency response of the cascade of digital filter and

Nyquist's minimum bandwidth filter G(f). -

Xk X6(t-. kT) {ak ky

DelayR/
T-1/R

Precoding Duobinary Coding

F igure 2.6. P~recoded l)1) 0b a arY igiaa sc hetne
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Thus 11(f) has a gradual roll-oil to the band edge and it might be implemented

by a practical and realizable analog filter. A separate digital filter is not

required. The bandwidth requirement of H(f) is no more than that of Nyquist's

minimum bandwidth of R/2 Hz 11,12 J- Thus Nyquist's rate is achieved; but as

we will see shortly, this is at the expense of higher bit energy.

If z, is =i , then the channel input can be one of the three values -- 2 , 0 , -

2. Thus the binary input is converted into three level output. This three level 0

detection requires about 3dB more signal energy than binary detection for the

same error rate. The decision of z is based on the value of {w -_) . An obvi-

otus drawback of this decision process is the error propagation; once an error is

made, it tends to propagate. This error propagation can be avoided by a non-

linear precoding technique due to Lender.

Precoding on input sequence

Let the input binary sequence { z , have value 0 and I and this sequence is

'onverted into another binary sequence a, } such that

ak = k a (2.22)

where - stands for modulo two addition. The 0,1 sequence { a, } is then 'on-

vertedl into a -1 . I sequence { bt } as

bA 2 a 1 (2.23)

Tlh s'te is 1'ed at the uiiput of conilbin d channel filter 11(f) as ilo%%iw in lli' +

,1ro 2.1. .\t the oulItph t , ,

0
I
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t i, (2.22), (2.23) and (2.2-1) Onre rar ,frow that the decoding of k cn he done

as follows

z, 0 if YA 2 (2.25a)

" I if Y 0 (2.25b)

Sirice no 'v rubol other than is involved in the decision of Z, error propagation 5

arinot occur.

2.5 Summary

The best rate that one can achieve through binary communication is the

NvqiIst's rate of two bits per second per Hz. A practical way of achieving this

ra te Is the Dtiobinary scheme; the scheme, however, does not maintain binary

tvpe of rornnmmunication: it needs three level detection. The duration of Diiobinarv

d(at"a prllse is o, g coripared to the signalling interval. Mini mum Ihift Keying

(NISK) and Tarried Frequency Modulation ( TFM ) are two other popular signal-

ling scheries which ise relatively short duration data pulses. The rates they

A('hive are of the ordTr of half the N vquist S rate. 3oth of them maitail Cni-

;rtallt 'ivelop(e which is a desirable featuire for nonlinear tVpe of ChannIels TlM is

* lr,,t'err,, (1 t , \I~tl iii <ri rationis where l):irn~llirnitinrg (ilterirng P. ('o<tly :rirt r,,a-

p n l re r r I II ti at I i ii w ad at r IM I of It dit I I t )rI i LT 1a o, I i i

I Yl I ) r I,,ha d aII Ittl I~ I)tl~ r~~ I I( i. M O Mir il liporl :il tl i 2it)"' II I1 h

rt ._i.,-



CAPTER THREE

QUADRATURE - QUADRATURE PHASE SHIFT KEY-ING

3.1 Problem Background

Bi1nary P'hase Shift Keyingy is an antipodal signalling schemne; itsignal space

g"l)oI ll rv Is one di inenision al. Quad rat tire I'lhase Shift Key' i ig can be considleredi

as t WI) K svs t ems itt parallel; oneC with a sine carrier, the other with a cosine

cairrier 1)1 the s ante freillilency. 91'S1K signal sipace is thus two dimnensionial. The

icre~ase ini diiensions in QP"SK without altering the transmuission bandwidth

crH(5t he banid w~ith ft etbivincv by a factor of two over l3If SKl. Spectral ('011-

pact ness is i'iir her eni ceil in M'S~i by.1 using a cosinuisoidal data shaping pulse

inst -alf or t he rectartg'ilar one of ()PSK. Thouigh NISK and QPSK uise (different

'jara i a ri p s~It lei r si vn al ;pace georriet ries are the samne. 13ot ItOf t hemT

ii-e -e ) lir hiorth Ltoi~gial ign-Tals. The ;pectral i'oiiipactnif~qs achievell i

\l 1I\ ovr Oi'-l\ Iioiilid be djiiiiilied froin the comtpact ness achieved 'n 0

() #- vr I'1 hFl i Oie torinier I'oiiipal'tiiesq coines fromn the shapling' of tie

1i~ t i~. Aiii the Litt r it ries- fron i icrtasi rigthe dimiension withbin thle

:111 iniv frtfier incerease iii diiisim1ii '%II hwtt

1 1" 1! i v it iA ' i hsi h tIs it MallI , otl( hiv, Io (o k Mit Io

2 3
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iie-baridwidth product,. It is well known that the space of signals essentially

* * liriited in time to an Interval and in one sided bandwidth occupancy to '4' is

essintiallv 24' -dimensional. 'Though this bound on dimensions is true for the

best choice of orthonormal set ,the prolate spheroidal wave functions 13 yet.

It justifies thle reasoning behind any search for higher dimensional signal s'ets to

achieve higher bandwidth efficiency. [n both QPSK and NISK, signal durationr

is 27 " ~here T is the bit *interval in the incoming data stream. Suppose the

rhaninel is strictly bandlimnited to I 2 T on either side of the carrier. i.e. one

-uzded banidwidth occupancy is W/ 1,. T . WVith such a bandlimited channel a

)P'SK systemn will be able to transmit only ninety percent of its total power

while an %1'--K system transmits ninety seven percent. The number of dimensions

"vI Ilable within this harid width W4 is 2-rW 4 .It is surprising that only
T

tWo of thern are iitilized in QPSK anid %ISK. The remaining two are unrealized

pot eiitilals. So) one could hope for a Modulation schemre with a bandwidth

elfWIVEiec aII [much as twice that of QPSIK or NISK. Prolate spheroidal wav-e funic-

ions are riot practical. However, even if they were practical, expectation of one

h unrdred percent inucrease in bandwidth eifficiency will be too much. Yet the extra

two (limnensions aive soific roomn for improving thre bandwidth efficiency by

invreasint. the dlifrisionalit v of thle ;iunal space. Quadrature-Quadrature Phase

'hft Kev i ri 1 1, 15, 16 m iks i,,o of thiem, :iddit ioiial (1 'insions m id inlcrva(-

Ihe Im):u(lv il I ff'ljcifrrcv lv i factor or t wo o~ er tihe t I) iiiirenrsonal scirhenics dfis-

j-11 (j in In the trf\'ioiS i rauir

-e-W, .1 a
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3.2 Quadrature - Quadrature Phase Shift Keying

Consider the following basis signal set

s,(t) = cos(7rt/ 2T) cos 2rft ,t I < T (3. 1a)

52(t)=sin(irt/2 T) cos 21rf, t t < T (3. 1b)

S3 (0) cos(irt 1 2T) sin 21rf, t ,t < T (3.Ic1

s4(t) sin(irt/ 2T) sin 27rI, t t I < T (3.I1d)

anid identify

p,(t) cos(nrt 2 T) ,t < T

0 It > T (3.2a)

and

P 2(t) sin(n-t, 2 T) ,t < T

0 t > T. (3.2b)

Later pl(t) and PAO) which are quadrature in phase, will be identified as data

qhaping pulses, and sine and cosine functions of frequency f, as carriers. It is to

be rioted that betweeni any two signals in the set {s, (t )) there is a common fac-

tor wvhich is either a data shaping pulse or a carrier component; the remaining

1'awtor in one is in quadrature with respect to the remaining factor in the ot her.

Ti's mnakes 9 (t)j a set of four equal-energy orthogonal signals under the restric-

t T n T nteger 2(.3

>I'h orthItoiitv reniiari in riant tinier the translation of iei time orig-irl hy
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multiples of 2T the duration of each signal. In other words, if {,,(e) } is

defined by (3.1a) through (3.1d) for all t then one will get orthogonality over

every interval of 2T centered around t- 2nT , m being an integer.

The orthogonality of {8,(t -2mT)} suggests a modulation scheme, a

schematic diagram of which is shown in Figure 3.1. Data from an ID binary

(=I) source at a rate 2/T is demultiplexed into four streams {a,(t)) ; duration

of each data pulse (rectangular shaped with strengths ti ) in the demultiplexed

streams being 2T. Each data stream a,(t) is multiplied by the output s,(t) of

a signal generator which continuously emits s,(t), defined over all t The pro-

duct signals are summed to form the modulated signal (t). .

At the receiver, four identical coherent generators are available. Then one

may use the orthogonality of {s,t-2rnT)} to separate out the four data streams. p

In the presence of additive white Gaussian noise, a correlation receiver will per-

form this process of demodulation in the optimum sense of minimum probability
S

of error.

The modulating signal s,(t) has two effects on the bit streams a,(t) one is

the wave shaping of the data pulse; the other is the translation of the baseband S

spectrum to a bandpass region. Shaping of the data pulses is illustrated in Fig-

tire 3.2. It is to be noted that the two pulse trains associated with either carrier

are orthogonal over any interval of duration 2T centered around 2rt ]'his

Makes sense because the dimensionality of the signal set, used in this scheme is

folir; t o of Ihem come from the orthogonality of the carriers, the rernainig

21%

" ( " " . - ""- . , " ." ' , 7: -: . .: -' -' . , .> -. ...- . - . .. . . -. .. -. " - .- - ' . . -.
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two fromn the orthogonaiitv of thle data shtaping pulses p, 1 and p, t ) . In other

words, two carriers and two da'tra shaping pulses are pairwise quadrature inM

phase. Hence the modulation schemne is named Quadrature -Quadratulre Phase

Shift Keying (Q2PSK).

2S
'Fhe bit rate R, at the input of the modulator in Figure 3.1 is twice thle

T

bit rate we considered for QP5J{ and MSK schemes In. thle last, section. Urhis

increase in the rate of transmission is due to thle increase in the signal space

djimensions. As conjectured earlier, this will result in a substantial increase in the

bandwidth efficiency. For a quantitative comparison of the bandwidth efficiencies

of Q2FSK and MfSK one needs to know the spectral occupancy of the )
2 PSK sig-

nial. We will discuss it. shortly.

From Figure 3.1, onle can represent the Q2 PSK signal as

S (t) a,( t) cos O (27rft. a(t) sin 'r cos(21rf, t)-±

2 TT

cos 2T(fI +b 14 W/)1 4 T)t - 04(t V sin 27r(f, 62~3 (t) 4 T)t 0,~3(t)1  (3. 1 b)

w lie re

014(1 0 or .7 according oa ( o 1H b)

01 r w ording 2'(f 1 )1)fit
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Thlurs at any Instant the Q'SK ,I-'ral can be analyzed as ronsiStilig, of two

signals; One IS cosiIn uSOIdal With frequency eit her of (f t t Tj the other is

sinusoidal with frequency either of (f, ±1 1 4 T) 'Fhe separation hetween thle two

frequencies associated with either of thle two signals is 1 2 T ;this is the

inimliurn spacing that one needs for coherent orthogonality of two FSK signials

as in .'iSK 13,14 .ComTparison. of (3 4Ib) with (2.2) shows that the cosirirsoidal

part of 2 pSK signal in (3.4b) exactly represents an MSK signal. Therefore the

J2PSK signalling scheme canl le thought of as consisting of two minimumi shift

keying type signalling schemnes, which, in Sonme sense, are in quadrature with

respect to each other. Since the two schemes are in qua~rature, one can intui-

tively think that the overall energy efficiency will be thle Same as that of coniven-

tional .VSK with half cosinitsoid as data shaping pulse. Next we discuss the

enlerg'y elflrien cv.

3.3 Energy Efficiency

All 'il, t ae objective of all data commuinication s vsterns is to reduice tihe bit

error rate (!?at the expewse of a tminimT11'1111aoun11 of 'Ve'rag4V bit eneriz!& .

fit practice, fiLl? performanice is usuially- evaluated iunrder thme assumiptio of :i

hand imited chin nel corrumptedi b aIddit ie xv lute Gaurssian n~oise. InI Ow foliok-

0
:m ,cli Io i t lio tver. wve ho not ootvs(r t lie ef Iect Of' ia I dInInt IIt Ifi we: % 'if -

-ir I, I ,' Ifa .: I gmt Ip c 1u11- rv. Lemt v, .2 be f hei t o I 'ied spedt r:1 denIIIty1

Cq ii', lat i omi rlimef' rhej ps ::;smmmid t [ Ie ,(i r rf-1 iiiti dc l 1 > Ai
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standard quantitative parameter for measuring BER performance is the energy

efficiency; it is the ratio Eb/No required to achieve a BER Pb(E) =t0 -

The signal set {s,(t)} used in Q2 PSK is of dimension N 4 Each s,(t)

represents one of four co-ordinate axes. With respect to this set of axes, a

Q 2PSK signal can be represented as

s (t a (t a2(t, a 3 (t, a.(t~ (3.7)

where the coordinates a,(t) 's can have only one of two values ±i with probabil-

ity one half. The number of signals in the Q2PSK signal set is 2" . The signals

are equally probable and of equal energy, say E, . The signal space geometry is S

the vertices of a hyper cube of dimension X=4 the centre of the cube being at

the origin of the coordinate axes. For this signal space geometry, the signal error

probability for any N 17,18 1 , is given by

P,(E) I - ( N-p)N (3.8)

where

Q(v'E- 2N0 ) (3.9a)

and

Q(') v'£2'rfexp(-z2/ 2)dz (3.9b)

Signal error probability provides upper and lower bounds on bit error probabil-

ity given by

t , IF'.) f,3(L ) 1 ', (1) (3.10)
4S

........... . -. --.
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However, an exact calculation of P,(E) is of considerable interest for comparing

two modulation schemes. To do that we establish the following theorem.

Theorem:

In the presence of addit've white Gaussian noise (AWGN) any modulation

scheme which uses all -the vertices of some hyper cube as signal space geometry,

and an optimum receiver for detection has bit error probability given by

where E, is the average bit energy and No, 2 is the two sided spectral density of

AWGN. This probability of error holds for any dimension N of the hyper cube.

The hyper cube is assumed to be placed symmetrically around the origin to

minimize the requirement of average bit energy.

Proof:

Suppose the hyper cube is of dimension N . Then the number of signals in

the modulated signal set is 2" each of these signals represents a combination of

Nv bits. If f6, (E) is the probability of error in the i' h bit position, then the aver- 0

age bit error probability is

Pb(E) 'Pb, (E) - Pb (E) (3.12)
N

wherp the last equality come. form the equality of 1b, (F' for all I bec'aise of the

s Un r m y in si nal space g ()nietr o. "' calcilate I'1(F" let us divide tile sLu laiq

In to tw o 'e t.s : ' , .... I } d(1 its i T a Te p a rtnie r I , .. . . , he re

0 %

. . .\.
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can be either of i with probability one half. These two sets of signals will lie on

wo parallel hyper planes of (ii erisli (N 1). Consider tile midway hyper plane

of thle samfe dimension which separates the two sets and is equidistant, From each

original hyper plane. Thle distance of any signal in either set from the midway

ItYper plane is d,: 2 xV 'EJY N/ VE Thus the signals with -l in thle First bit

Position are on one side of this plane at a distance VEb while the signals with

tin thle first bit position are on the other side at the same distance. So an

error in the first bit. position occurs only when the noise component n(t) associ-

ated with this bit position drives a signal to the other side of the midway hyper

plane. The probability of such an incident is

P,~LJ I (E P, X)dz Q 4 - (3,13)

whewre p, (x) is thle probability deCnsity Function of Gaussian noise with variance

per dimension of V,, 2 Hence the overall bit error probability is

QS
P6(E P bE (3.14)

Since we have not assumned any particular value for N, probability of error

tgiven by (3. It) is valid For any dimension N' of the hyper cube; hence thle theorem

is prolved1.

)Ilo i I Iq:i) I oil 3(ISi or)e ri Ia% observe thal, for [IN ed T, as N\ beco iips5

inlfinitely large, the signial error prolbafbilt,% P, (V) goes to tiitty. On the other

hanid, the theoreni assert.s i h il error pTobbli~jty I'% (I; roepeni'lent of lhte (1iiimen-

siOli N*v The explalnatioln of this ;ip)nr miti it r 101 lt iii 11- t)' (he ti olo% lWilnt" tie
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theorem assumes a fixed bit energy Eb, so the signal energy E, no longer remains

fixed; it increases linearly with dimension N. Thus the distance between the two

hyper planes containing {(41,a,,a 2,...,aN)} and {(-1,aI,a 2,...,aN)} remains fixed at.

d=2v- E and therefore P,(E) remains fixed while P,(E) does go to unity. The

theorem illustrates that the hyper cube signal space geometry coupled with

equiprobable use of all vertices is equivalent to antipodal binary geometry.

The bit error probability given by (3.14) implies that for a bit error rate of

to hyper cube signalling requires Eb/, 0  9.12 or 9.6 dB. BPSK uses two

antipodal signals which can be considered as the vertices of a hyper cube of

dimension one. Similarly QPSK and MSK, which use a set of four biorthogonal

signals, can be considered as using the vertices of a hyper cube of dimension two.

And Q2PSK uses the vertices of a hyper cube of dimension four. So all of BPSK ,

QPSK, OQPSK, MSK and Q2PSK belong to the same class of signalling schemes

which use vertices of some hyper cube, and each of them has an energy efficiency

9.6 d3; this is true when the channel is wideband and corrupted only by AWGN.

If the channel is bandlimited, as it happens to be in many practical situa-

tions, each of the schemes responds differently. Due to intersymbol interference,

iianal space geometry no long remains hyper cube and the energy efficiency is

changed. To analyze the energy efficiency in bandlirnited situations one needs to

know about the power spectral distribution and the effect of bandlimiting on sig-

n al spae geometry. Next we will discuss power spectral density and the effect of -'

bandlirlitimlg on bit error rate performance.

.S,1
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34 Spectral Density and Effect of Bandlimiting

Power Spectral Density

One can represent a Q2PSK signal as
0

S 2 I( a(t) pI(t) cos2rft + U a 2(t) p2(t)cos2rft
q psk (t  T v T

/ a3(t) ptIt sin2-rft + 7 T-a4(t ) P 2(0 s i n 2 rf , 1 (3.15)

VTT

where the additional I/v"T is just a normalizing factor to make t,/ Tcos j4

and i/ viTsin - unit energy pulses. Data streams a,(t)' s are assumed indepen-

dent and at any instant each a,(t) can be either +1 or -1 with probability one

half. So in each 2T second interval the Q'PSK signal can be one of sixteen pos-

sible equally probable waveforms. Let us represent these waveforms by m,(t),

varying from I to 16. Probability of occurrence of m,(t) is p, 1/16 for all

The signal set {m,(t)} has the following characteristics:

(i) for each waveform m,(t), there is also a waveform -m,(t)

(ii) the probability of m,(t) and -m,(t) are equal

(iii) the probability of transition between any two waveforms is the same,

Such a signalling source is said to be negative equally probable (NEP); the

overall spectral density is given by 1.

sq ,, (f ) - p, ,I 2 ((3. I)

where A,(f) is the Fourier transform of m,(1) and is given by

.~~~ Ag' I I]
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Vf~ = t ~)&2-/ dt

One may reasonably assume the carrier frequency f, > > then for f > 0
T

each M~()is one of the following sixteen possible combinations.

where P,(f )and P2 (f) are the Fourier transforms of the time-limited data

shaping pulses (normalized without any change in the notation) p,(t) and] p,(t)

givxe n by

I 2T

P2 (t) L s - < T .(3.17)

v T 2 T

Substituting the M.,(I )'s into (3.16) and noticing that all cross terms cancelled,

one may write

The equivalent baseband version of the power spectral density is

S12 kPf) 2( 1u~2 P 2 (f). (3.20)

The Fourier transforms of the data shaping pulses are

CO2 (3.1

SI-t6f 2 T2

P2(f)Tf 1 U 2 -r fJT (3122)

S tbs tit iit irig (3.2t) and (3.22) into (3.20), the baseband p)oer 3 tr jnI t Y

S(f is 9 iven by
I PMk
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: S3 (f 16fIT 1 (3.23)

Similarly power spectra! densities of MSK and OQPSK signalling schemes 

are given by

1 5, (f IS osrf T J(31.2 1)

T S sin2rrfT 2.,

2 fT (3.25.

where in all cases,

,f S(f)df =1

Power spectral densities of OQPSK, MSK and Q2PSK are sketched in Figure

3.3 as functions of normalized frequency f,'R , where R, , the bit rate , is I T for

\1SK and 2,'I" for Q2 PSK . It should be noted that for a given bit rate, the width

of the main lobe in Q21,SK is just half of the width of the MSK main lobe.

Q.PSA: uses two different kinds of data pulses; one is p,1 t) having a cosinusoidal

shape as in mSK the other Is pi{e) having a sinusoidal shape. The shape of

p,(t) is smoother than p, t) in the sense t hat the latter has jumps at - T

as a result, for large /, the spectral fall-oil associated with p,(t) is proportional

to f2 while that. with p p i ,  as f ' The faster fall-off associated with

CosiMi1sOi ~al shape causes lowe.r sIe lbes ii .AISK ;i(e lobes in O/)"IA anid

0 lShK :ire of' Ihe same ordr in rrranit ole biit rfl- tiv kl hhi iher than those of'

I.SK . [ Ii a look rio the .pvct rri lohe; does itut , 1lnt it at ive inf orm.it Ion

riroit m i h, mpcrral ilt r iin il' fir hat ',N, I1oef :! il a i r i f 'frr' l rI 1 :ct.

. _ ", . - 7L
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A\ mreasure of spectral compactness is thle percent. of total power captured in

a ;pccdied band widthi. Tbhis is plotted in Figure 3.1. For small bandwidth, the

percent power captured 'in QYPSK is smaller than that in OQPSK anld MSK

Bevoid a banidwidth of 1.2, T ,the asymptotic behavior of QPSK and 0
2 PSK

become al riiost idenitical because of their same type of spectral fall-off as f

VSK captures 99T-0 of total spectral power in a bandwidth of W = .2 T

With 4'zr 1.2, T the power captured in QPSK and Q 2 PSK are 90.6 and 91.13

perc'ent respectively. Thus %ISK is more spectrally compact than q 2'PSK yet

he bandwidth ofiinyof Q2 PS5K is higher because its data transmission rate is

twice that of MVsK An exact calculationi of bandwidth efficiency depends on tile

dlefinIIition of' bandwidth and the effect of bandlirniting on signal space geomnet ries.

Effect of' Bandlirniting

Consider an ISK scheme which allows a bandwidth of 12so that almost
T

thle enitire spectrum (99.1%7 power) is available at the receiver. Suppose the MSK

modulator is replaced by a 9 2 PSX modulator and the modulator output is

bandkimited by a miulti-pole B~utterworth filter with 3dB bandwidth equal to

1.2 TF arounid the carrier frequency f, .Our object is to compare the enlergy and

lie band wid tb efficiencies of the band limited c)2 P.Sh with the AISK scheme.

Thu', we assuml~e the dfefinlition of channel1 bandwidth as vv' 1.2 T. The bit

rate in .%L,,K t hei, 1) n g H4 A-* t T , and the band(w id th effic iericN\ is b, -v .S~3

'Fhi bit rate and lie banidwidth ethlcioncv of y2
1'sK are -?,?P' T and
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bq~, 1.6t6 respectively. Thus there is a one hundred percent increase Mn the

bandwidth etficienicy over MSK without any change in bandwidth; this Increase is

evidently due to increase in the dimnensionality of the signal space.

With the above definition of channel bandwidth, an MSK signal gets through

almost undistorted; so the energy efficiency is maintained at its ideal val lie If' 9.6~

d Q2 PsK scheme, on the other hand, when bandlimited to 1.2 T alw

ranriissioi of onily 91.IV of total spectral power. Thus there is a loss or' somve

',petral comnponenlts: this loss causes spread of the baseband data pulses w hich

mn turn causes intersymbol interference (IS[). After bandlimiting, the basebaud

s;ignal associated with either carrier is of the following form

t Ia,,kpnt-2kT) a2AkP2b(t-2kT) (.6

wA here .- is an amplitude factor, p lb (t) anid P2b(t) are the bandlirnited versions of

diata pulses p 1(e) and p.2(t) , and a,kj' a being either -L or -i represent the inforrna-

t ion bits over the interval (k -1) T < t < (k +-I) T

Sqularing both sides of (:3.26) one can write the squared bandliinited signal as

(t<~ -2k T) p (t -2k T) +

[~2P~k ~ ~ 1 ( 2b0

2 V V ,, ak plb(tT)-2 t2k)
j (j ' k)

) k 2
ko Ab k)

2 N a,,, 112,, PlA~t -21T) p 2 6(t -2kT) .(3.27)

k
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Ih expected value of the squared signal is given by

- p2,(t-2kr)+ E p (t -2kT) (3,28)

k 2 h

,fhere we used the i.t.d. nature of data,

E } a I. a(.29a)
E a2, ak (3.29b)

E (a,, a2,k J 0 (3.29c) O

wvtiere e,, ,iS the Kronecker delta. Hence the average energy per transmission of*

kl"h hit Is oi~ en by

r

.d.2 1 2

- f ( 2 + ())t(3.30)

,.. In general, the bandlirnited pulses p,,(t) and P , (t) spread over several signal-:

ling intervals. If they spread over N, and N2 signalling intervals respectively then

[or every information bit, the received signal level at the receiver can be one of

the 2 ,,,) possible values. In order to get the average bit error probability, one

needs to calculate the error probability for each of these situations. The number •

of computations and hence the computing time increases exponentially with

(, N -,V), A typical situation may require considering N, and ,V of the order of

i.wenty to get -n accurate result. A dedicated IBM PC mav require a week to do

scuch computatilons. An alternative and convenient way of calculating the aver-

age bit, error probability lies in indhi g the probability density function (1)(f) of 0

the received signal levels in the presen'e of noise; in this approach cornputig

0
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time increases linearly with (Nv'V2). This pdf approach is discussed in Appendix

A. In the following and also in all future discussions we always follow this

approach for calculating the bit error probability.

We considered several Butterworth filters of different orders and of different

bandwidths for bandlimiting the ideal 92 PSK modulated signal and evaluated the

etect of bandlimiting on energy efficiency. The bit error rate performance of

Q2PSK alongwith those of MSK and QPSK are shown in Figure 3.5; this perfor-

mance evaluation assumed a sixth order Butterworth filter with 3dB bandwidth

equal to 1.2/T. For a bit error rate P,(E)=10- , Q2PSK and MSK need 11.2 dB

and 9.6 dB Eb/N, respectively. Thus Q2PSK achieves twice the bandwidth

efficiency of MS IK at the expense of 1.6 dB increase in the average bit energy.

To achieve twice the bandwidth efficiency of MSK, Q2PSK thus pays forty 0

five percent increase in the average bit energy. One may like to compare this

increase with the increase in bit energy required by a multilevel MSK having the

same bandwidth efficiency as the bandlimited Q2PSK . The set of four signals

used in ordinary MSK is biorthogonal; the data pulse associated with each of the

two carriers is either a positive or a negative cosine pulse of duration 2T i.e. the S

possible numbers of levels in the basic data pulse is two. For a multilevel MSK, in

order to achieve twice the bandwidth efficiency of biorthogonal MSK, the number

of aroplitiide levels in the data pulse must be four. For such a four level %ISK,

the bit error probability Appendix B " is given by

.0

,. .( ) . .. --.-. . . . - ( .. . ... .
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P6: Ez, (3 9(r 2 9(3,) (5,~ (3.31)

where,

r =(3.32)

V15 Nx0

and the function 0(.) is defined In (3.9b). It follows from (3.31) that for a bit

error rate of 10o a four-level \lSk requires 1:3. 1 (11 Eb 7N0 . Thus inl achieving

twice bandwidth efflicienicy of biorthogonal M1SK, the four-level MSK requires

Thou i-~~oIncrease in the average bit energy; whereas with QPSK the incre-

wnent is 15Kb only. Thus Q2 PSK turns out to be a more energy efficient candidate

to increase the bandwidth efficiency by a factor of two over ordinary or biorthog-

oiial NISK. Results of this section are summarized in the following table.

TABLE 3.1

Energy and Bandwidth Efficiencies

of' Q2PSK, two and four-level MSK

W -1.2/T

T~,pe of AISA Q -PSK AMSK 0
Y(IitIo ?6torthogonal Four -level

F, J." '1 1i 1/ 2 H13.4 a H

P6 E
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3.5 Modulator Demodulator and Synchronization Scheme

A block diagram of a Q2PSK modulator is shown in Figure 3.6. Two

phase coherent sine and cosine carriers are multiplied by an external clock signal

at one eighth the bit rate to produce phase coherent sine and cosine signals of fre-

quencies f f and f2 =f, +T These signals are then separated by

means of narrow bandpass filters and combined with appropriate polarity to

form the basis signal set f",(,) of equation (3.1). The advantage of deriving

the basis signals in this fashion (instead of generating them independently ) is

that the signal coherence and the deviation ratio are largely unaffected by any

small variation in the incoming data rate 20 VThese basis signals are multiplied

by the demultiplexed data streams and then added to form the Q1 PSK signal

defined in (3.4).

A block diagram of the QOPSK demodulator is shown in Figure 3.7.

The received signal is multiplied by each of the basis signals individually and

integrated over an interval of 2T. This multiplier integrator combination consti-

tutes correlation detection or matched filtering, an optimum coherent receiver in

the absence of ISI. Binary decisions followed by integrators give an estimate of

the four binary data streams a, (t ), i: 1.2,3,4.

One of the basic problems in coherent demodulation is the recovery of the

no(Idlat ing signal phase and bit timing information frorn the received signal. In

an \ISK rceiver these two are derived from the received signal. In other words,
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an MSK signal has self clocking and self synchronizing ability [ 20,21,22 J. In the

present situation, we need to recover the basis signal set {s(t)} and a clock signal

at one fourth the bit rate. These signals can be derived from the Q2PSK modu-

lated signal by a nonlinear operation, such as squaring, and appropriate filtering

as shown in Figure 3.8.

If the Q 2 PSK modulated signal (3.4) passes through a squaring device, at

the output we get,

'T t %

2.I~ Ia a2  a324 Sir, T

,a I-a2  - a 3a 4  sin C J os(41rf,T
.2

COS (t2-# 3 4 j sin(1rf, t

CO , 012' .,4 Cos - j sin4rf, t

- int4,rf;
T1.

sin 12--34Jsi Irt si 7f (3.33)

where,

(a2(t) '
tan' (  (3.34,a)

al(t)

03( tan jj) J (3,34 b)

lhere are five ,compts on the right of (3.33) which carry the required

clocking and varrier phase mtformnal.ion. The expected value of each of these five

• - .- .. . - . - - - - .... , - - . -. - - . -
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components is zero. So to recover the clocking and the carrier phase information,

we need filtering and further nonlinear operation. By a lowpass and a bandpass

filtering of the squared signal, one may construct two signals z,(t) and z 2(t) as

Z(t) =-2 aja2 +aa 4 sin T (3.35)

x 2(t) CO 012-0r.34) sin (47rf, t) (3.36)

After squaring z,(t) , z 2 (t) and taking the expectation

( z2(t)) I - cos 27rt (3.37)
4TJ

E = 1{1- cos8rft} (3.38)

Thus, on the average, z' 2 (t) and z 2
2(t) contain spectral lines at - and 4f,

T

One can use these lines to lock phase-locked loops and carry out frequency divi-

sions to recover the clocking and the carrier information as

Zd"t COS (3.39)
T

and

z,(t) = cos 27rf, t (3.40)

Signal z,(t) provides timing information at a rate of one fourth the bit rate;

this timing information is essential for sampling the integrator output in the

demodulator (Figure 3.7). The basis signal set { s,(t) } required in the process of

demodulation can be constructed easily by simple manipulation of the signals

z,,(t) and ,(t). Recovery of z (t) and zx(t) from the received signal 2,8 ,(t) has

been illustrated in block diagram in Figure 3.8

.°
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3.6 Summary

Quadrature-Quadrature phase shift keying is a new kind of spectrally

efficient modulation scheme which makes effective use of available signal space

dimensions by the use of two orthogonal data shaping pulses on each of the two

orthogonal carriers. It increases the bandwidth efficiency by a factor of two over

NISK at the expence of 1.6 dB increase in the average bit energy. It can also be

viewed as two minimum shift keying type signalling schemes in parallel. Com-

pact power spectrum, good error rate performance, and self- synchronizing ability

iake Q 2PSK an attractive digital modulation scheme. .

• -,
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CHAPTER FOUR

QUADRATURE-QUADRATURE PHASE SHIFT KEYING:

A CONSTANT ENVELOPE MODULATION SCHEME

4.1 Introduction

In designing a modulation scheme, though energy and bandwidth efficiencies

are two important criterion, constant envelope may be an additional desirable

feature for certain nonlinear type of channels. For instance, the travelling wave

tube ( TWT amplifier in a satellite repeater usually converts amplitude varia-

tions to spurious phase modulation. A constant envelope in the modulated signal

may reduce this problem to a great extent 3,10,23 . Also if there is some non-

linearity in the channel due to the presence of class C devices, constant envelope S

may be an additional desirable feature. This envelope property of MSK is one of

the main attributes which makes %ISK so popular for both linear and nonlinear

channels. It is observed that without any additional const raint, the Q2PSK signal

does not maintain a constanilt envelope. Ilowever, it has befn found that a simple

block coding prior to t.he modulation permits a constant envelope in the mnodu-

lated signal. Next we will discuiss thf coding scheme and analyze the energy and

t lie ban d w id ti cfltcijencies ,f" the coded 01'.'i signal. The coding action alters

some spectral propert~i(s of the signal; as a result the synchron iation schieme "

: , 5) ()



iven in the last chapter will riot work for the coded scherme. A different syn-

cron ization schiemie Is presentedi for the coherent demodulation of thle coded sig-

4.2 Constant Envelope Q2 PSK

One can write the Q2PSK signal (3.4) as

YqPIAkN A(t )cos(21rf, t + 0(t)) 11

where 0(t) 'is the carrier phase and A(t) is the carrier amplitude given by,

1/2

A (t) 2+(aIa 2+a3a4)S'nX~ (4.2)

Without any additional constraint the envelope of the Q2PSK signal is not

constant; it varies with time. In order to maintain a constant envelope let us

consbider a simple block coding at the input of the Q'PSK modulator the coder

accepts s--erial input data and for every three information bits {a,,a2 ,a3 },it geri-

e rates a codeword {a,,a2 ,a,,a4 }such that the first three bits in the code word are

he in horrnat ion bits an( filh, fourth one is an odid parity check for thle informa-

ion bits. The rate of t he code Is :3 1. One can write the parity chieck bit, a ,(t) as

d 1 ~(t ) 3)
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Substituting (4.3) into (4.2) one may observe that if this coded bit stream is

modulated uising q 2 PSK format, a constant envelope is maintained 15 J.This

additional envelope feature is achieved at the sacrifice of bandwidth efficiency; the

.information transmission rate is reduced from R1, =2/ T to R, =3/ 2 T

Four of the eight possible code words {C,} 1  are follows:

C,(+ + +

C4=(

Flie remnainling four code words are just the negatives of these. This is a set

)t'.hio hiorthogonial codes with a minimum Hamming distance d..=2- In

:niia~ ig thre performance or' this coded scheme, hard decisions are assumed at

Itie receiver. Thie code therefore cannot be used for error correction. The redun-

dan t iiforinatior associated1 with the fourth demultiplexed data stream a 4 (t ) can,

however, be lised to Improve the signal to noise performance of the code.

[ it a practical sjituat ion when the signal is bandlinited, the biorthogonal

-itri('!. iir f' I lie co(de is des~troved due to 'intersvinbol interference. In Q2 PSK for-

mat Ihere are two dlat a shaping pulses: one is a smth00 hialf cosinusoid associated

withi data ;treaims a~m anid a.3 (t) ;thie other is a half sinutsoid associated with

'1(f '1 an1(p a. On ban li ni ti g, the half sinusoid, because of its sharp d isCOn-

tinn! les at the onds, gets relatively more distorted than the hialf cosinursoid. So

.- *,* **d-.
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we assume that, at the receiver, the redundant information associated with a,(t)

iS ns 'd onily ii making the binary decision about the information bits in a(t)

the decision about the information bits in a,(t) and a.(t) are made independently

from the observations on the respective pulse trains only. A block diagram of the

demodulator is shown in Figure 4.1.

'To make a decision about a2 , we make a simplifying assumption that a,

and a, are decoded correctly. Correctly made decisions of a, and a, along with 0

the estimates a,, of a, and its redundant version a , of a, are then the observa-

tions for making decision about a2 . It can be shown that a sufficient statistic for

making this decision is the random variable V given by Appendix C

V a 2 , --- a 4 ,. (4.4)
a3

A decoder, which is optimum in the sense of minimizing the p-obability of

error, will take a decision a2 as +1 or -1 according as V > 0 or V < 0 hlow-

ever, formation of the right decision statistic (V) is subject to the correctness of •

the decision about a, and a3 . Let P, and p3 be the probability of error in making

decisions about a, and a3, and q be the probability of error in decision of a2 when

decision is based on the correct decision statistic (V). Then the actual probability

of error in a, is given by

P = q p(1-p,)(I q) (2.3)

In ,valuating the performance of the scIeme, b'an dli ritin has hein allowed

•at bot hi receiver and transmritter througlh the nse of sixth order BtntterNorth •

filters with half power bandwidth equal to 1 2, '  01.3 H,? It has bhn fonnd

-.,-'I. .... ..
~~~~~~~..- ...... . ...... .-.. -. ....
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that for a bit error rate of 10- , the constant envelope scheme requires an

b/ N,) tO.3 dB while for MSK E/No = 9.6 dB. Thus there is 50% increase in N

the bandwidth efficiency over MSK at the cost of 0.7 dB increase in the average

bit energy; both schemes have constant envelopes. Bit error probability of the

coded Q2PSK alongwith those of MSK and TFM have been plotted against Eb/NO

in Figure 4.2.

The above evaluation of performance is based on the assumption of bit by S

bit detection. With symbol by symbol detection, one may utilize the Euclidean

distances among the signal points of coded Q2PSK ( which are biorthogonal

more efficiently and make considerable improvement in energy efficiency. The bit

error rate performance based on symbol by symbol detection in the absence of

bandlimiting 24 has also been shown in Figure 4.2. In the absence of bandlim-

iting, with symbol by symbol detection ( i.e. optimum detection ) the E 1 No

requirement of coded Q2PSK for a bit error rate of io - is about 7.4 dB. The per-

formance in the bandlimited situation has not been studied.

4.3 Demodulation and Synchronization
S

A block diagram of the receiver which performs coherent demodulation of

the coded Q'PSK signal is shown in Figure 4.1. To implement this matched filter

receiver one needs to know carrier phase and bit timing information. Because of

the effect of" coding the syn(chronization scheme we discussed in the previous -

chapter will not work in the preent situation A15 L different but a. similar

ivrichronization scheme has been presented in Figure 4.3.

0

*. . . . . . ... ' , - . . ..-. . . . ..-'i. i '- , . . "-
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Figure 4.2. Bit error probabilities as functions of EbIN. for MSK,

TFM and coded QPSK.

SQUAR'ER

IL

21/2

SQUARER~

Figuire 4.3. Synchronization scheme for coherent demodulation of
constant envelope Q'PSK signal,
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If the Q2 PSK modulated signal defined by (3.4) passes through a s-quaring.

device, at, the output, we get,

q (t) -2 a a± -1 a 3a 4  sin T -'

2t ai a a3ai sin I j Cos 47r , tJ

+ Cos 012-034) sin(47if, I

4- COS C012II34 'Co J sin(41rf, t)

Sin 12 '034J sin T sin (47rf, t (4.6)

where,

.,, t

at12(t)

03 4() tan-' (4.7b)
a3(t)

Substituting the parity check condition a 4 =-ala2 /'a 3 one can simplify (4.6) as

2 2 t a'a - aa, sin 27rt(2f, 2Tf.

(, ala ala sin 2,rt2f, 2T

2 T

There are t.wo components on the right of ( ) 1hi(j C-arty 1he r,'(qlired

lokim, anid carrier phase information. The .1peeted -:ti' (rf 1,(h (If liese 1o

coIporient ' iS zero- So t he recovery of the ,Ickin, an l( I Ir -: r r .p lic iftort -

I ,

-0.
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tion requires filtering and further nonlinear operation. By bandpass filtering of

the squared signal one may construct two signals z 1 (t) and X2 (0) as

_1t 2 ±~3 aia2) sin f2irt(2j', + 2-T)) (4.0)

Z2(t) 1a3 ata sin f2,rt(2!e. LJ (4.10)

After squaring z,(t) z,(t) and taking the expectation one can show

E (X 1 2ej) 1. f cos21rt (4f,±) (411

and

E -X( I~ ft-cos27rt (4f , -~ (4.12)

Thus z,'-(t) and z2 ()contains spectral lines at 4f,±-~ One can use

these lines to lock phase-locked loops, and carry out frequency divisions so as to

Form the signals z,(t) and x,(t) as

X3 (t) cos2 7rt f +(.3

Amultiplication of these two signals followed by bandpass filtering and fre-

(piency division gives clocking and carrier phase information as

and
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,t) cos 2irft. (4.16)

Signal x,(t) provides timing information at a rate of 1/2T ; this timing

information is essen'.ial for sampling the integrator output in the demodulator

(see Figure 4.1). A block diagram of the synchronization scheme is shown in Fig-

ure 4.3. The basis signal set { s,(t) } required in the process of demodulation can

be constructed easily by simple manipulation of the signals z, (t) and z(t).

4.4 Summary

Quadrature-Quadrature Phase Shift Keying has twice the bandwidth

efficiency of MSK; but unlike MSK, it does not have a constant envelope. A sim- -

pie parity check coding, however, creates a constant envelope signal. The

bandwidth efficiency of this coded Q2 PSK is 1.5 times that of %ISK. With a

receiver based on the assumption of bit by bit detection and for a bit error rate

of to-' the average bit. energy requirement of this scheme is about OAS d13 higher

as compared to MSK. However, with symbol by symbol detection the bit energy

requirement is expected to be much lower than that of Nl ;K. The 'wchem e

possesses self clocking and self synchronizing ability. 0

M

|. .
I...-



CHAPTER FW-E

GENERALIZED

QUA DRATURE-QUADRATURE PHASE SHIFT KEYING

%

5.1 Introduction

T[he original Q PsK uses two data shaping pulses and two carriers to form a

l'our imensionial signal space. The idea can be generalized by incorporating n

o~rt hogonal (Iatn haping pulses alongwith two orthogonal carriers to create a 2n-

Ii Ii1-ilOfl ai ignai -;pace. Tlie original case of n=~2 increased the bandwidth

iVV a i'actor of two over ISIK at the expence of 1.6 dB increase in the

!)Iae t 'r~r;The requ iremient of higher bit energy is due to bandlirniting0

)1~' ~I 1* i i is",-'s ed fo r data shap Ing. In ani at tempt to generalize

- ':Lii fwr .1imnlsiun, I tteitilonl has been paid to the siiioothii-s,, of the

T o* '';c -;wi'''rai di'Ii lfl:s ott fas ter 1han that of oriinral

* '~.:'p~ '~' ' ri *'n.r~uirem c~ fn~n ani he avoided 1y alo,

' .!10 hat ot, \ 1'4 ;1(lIwev.d(l !.j m ho



times that of QORC, which is a non constant envelope scheme but more spec-

trally comipact thani NISK.

5.2 Formulation of Generalized Q2PSK

Let c~,t~ be a set of n data shaping components, which, alongwith two

orthogonal carriers of frequency f , are used to modulate 2n i.i.d. binary data

stre:, ins {a,(t) an b(t)f such that the modulated signal is given by

8(t) - a,(t)p,(t)cos27rf~t + bi b(t )pg(t )sin21rf ,t(.)

where,

(2k -. 1)7/12

f p,(t)p,(t)dt =i (5.2)
(2k-1) r/ 2

Each binary datum (±1) in ai(t) and b,(t) is of duration T; e.g. the k"~ datum0

in any of the 2n streams appears over (2k-1)T/2 to (2k±1)T/2 .The modulated

signal space will be the vertices of a hypercube of dimension 2n .The overall bit

rate of tile systemn is 14 2n//T . Signal s(t) represents a generalized Q2 PSK signal.

The special case of n=1 is a two dimiensional scheme such as QPSK,MSK or

OORC. In chapter three we considered tile special case of n xs2 which is tile origi-

ria (,PsK
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Phase and Spectral Properties of Q2PSK (n=2)

One can write Q2PSK(n =2) signal (3.4) as

sw z&(t) A (t)cos(2rf, t + 8(t)j (5.3)

where, -.

1/2-'.

A (t) 12+(a a 2+a 3a 4)sin 3r)/ (5.4Aa)

and 0

ir t 7rt

0(t) tan' - aos (5.4b)
a 1cos - + a 2si-

Symbol transitions occur at the instants t=(2k+l)T/2, where k is an

integer; at those instants carrier phase O(t) can be any one of the four possible 0

values ±45', ±135' . Thus an abrupt ±9o or 18o phase change in the RF carrier

may occur at a symbol transition instant; the carrier does not maintain con-

tinuity in phase. In designing a modulation scheme,though energy and bandwidth

efficiencies are two important criterion, continuity of phase in the RF signal may

be an additional desirable feature in certain situations. With continuity in phase,

high frequency content and therefore secondary sidelobes can be expected to be

relatively lower in strength; in other words, spectrum fall-off will be sharper and

so restrictions on the subsequent bandlirniting filter shapes can be relaxed. This is

desirable in certains situations where filtering after modulation is cost prohibited

and out of band radiation needs to be at a low level. Also in a bandlimite(l

situation, faster spectral fall-off of the signal itself may resuIt in h~s IS1 and

,- --. :::,:.:: - .:.:. : ',:-.- : - .-.., ... . ..-. .. , . .. -... ' -.--- . ., .- -, ., _ , •. , -:, -.
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hence less average bit energy requirement for a specified bit error rate. So it is

quite reasonable to look for possibilities of continuity of phase in the Q2PSK sig-

nal. In the literature one may find a wide variety of continuous phase modula-
id..d

tions. Many of them use some sort of correlative coding which introduces finite

memory into the modulated signal. In the following discussions we assume a zero

memory modulation; in other words we do not use any correlative coding scheme

in an attempt to obtain phase continuity in the signal.

The original Q2 PSK uses two data shaping pulses; one of them is a half

sinusoid P 2 (t) defined in (3.2b). If one replaces the half sinusoid by a full sinusoid

over the same signalling interval ItI < T, the RF carrier will have continuity in

phase. The baseband spectral density of the Q2 PSK signal in this situation is

given by •

I ' 8 cos 21rfT 2 sin21rfT
-T U -r I_16f 2 T' 1-4 f 2 T'

In spite of sharper assymptotic spectrum fall off, this version of Q2 PSK signal, for

a finite transmission bandwidth, captures almost the same power as the original

one. With 99% power bandwidth (1.2/T) of MSK as the transmission bandwidth,

this new version "aptures only 89.9% of the radiated power while the original onc

captures 91.1% . The 99% power bandwidth of this new version is 1.75/ T. The

new version, therefore, does not seem to be any better than the original one in

energy efficiency unless a substantial loss in the bandwidth effciency is sutfered.

'Aith 99"() power bandwidth of NISK as the transmissionl baudwidth, it requirt-

12.0 (ill h" N, wfhich is 0.8 d higher than the original one of 11.2 dil ,

0 o

2.;.- .~ .-
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5i.3 Q2 pSK (n=3)

In an attempt to improve the energy efficiency by bringing continuity in

phase, we formulate Q2 PSK signal in six dimensional signal space. In general, the

Q2 PSK signal can be written as

(t) A (t )cos(2irf, t + O(t) (5.5)

where A(t) is the amplitude of the modulated carrier and 0(t) is the phase given

by

Zb,(t )p,(t

) tan-- (5.6)

a.3~ ~ a Q2PSK (t=) .

We assume the data, shaping components pg(t) are continuous for all t and

the modulated sipnal maintains continuity in phase at every symbol transition

instant; this is desirable for faster asymptotic fall off in the spectral density of

the sinodulated signa . This condition is satisfied if

P, A (2 k- 1)T 0 (5.7)

for all k. The ininirnurn bandwidth solution for p1 t) is a siric functioll Wt~c

owcheI a A ) iaj( it deof ' T tBlu e rriiriiniuhh hand % idt th i lht on

11n11(11e. 01lfe rati not hiave [[lore than one p, i cii iiri a in (r!in,,(a 1 a tY V ond i-

tio nl d _.2) and1( occ pv t lie ;m i !i If i i i i i i n 1 i i t 1i 1 1l f I I I T ' 1

.- .-

- o I ii -i)w r[ 1 i ,-( ti )i iiiI ii iit A rf -f1 1 ."r i

O~t) = ta -' =' ( .6) ..f



x(t;T') A tih~~ I <
21rt/ T 2

2

where A 1.0518 is a normalizing constant to make x(t;T) a unit energy pulse.

In order to miaintain orthogonality among the data shaping components we con-

structed the set {p, (t) }as follows

p 1(t) = (t; T) (5.9a)0

P2(t ) D2'-~D 2-1j z(t;TI 2) (5. 9b)

k=1l

where r- 2rni- I is an odd integer and the operator D,' represents a delay of

kT Iuits of time. Thle construction of this set of data shaping components is

illustrated iii Figure ;-.1.

(tenerat loll oC sophisticated dlata pulse at high frequency (s.uchI as a t runi-

cav inc piiise at - vveral iujndrir Mil!z) inay becorne very expensive. S-o other

)t' at~ WhC11 re xj~n~ic io ,()rlh nvilion
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P 2 (t

0

-T/2 0 T/2

Figure 5.1. Truncated Sine function data shaping

components for Q2 PSK (n=3 )
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We consider the following set of three signals as an example

PI(t) =- cos(rt/ T)cos(2rt/ T) (5. 10a)

2
*PAOt 'T-p sin(irt/ T)sin(2rt/ T) (5. 10b)

P3(t) = s-cos(irt/ T)sin(27rt/ T) .(5. 1lOc)
VT

This set of data shaping components satisfy both the orthogonal and zero cross-

ing condition given by (5.2) and (5.7) respectively. Each of these signals can be

expressed as the sum or difference of two signals of frequencies f 1 =1/ 2T and

f 2 =3/ 2T ,so we call (5.9) composite waveforms.

The difference between the two frequencies is 1/T ;this is exactly twice the

minimum spacing (1/2T) that one needs for coherent orthogonality of two FSK

signals of duration T. So there must be another set of three signals with fre-

quences f I f 2  f 3 such that the difference between adjacent consecutive frequen-

cies is the minimum spacing needed for minimum shift keying. This set is given

by

P2(t) = -sin(2n-t/ T) (5.11 b)

P 3 (t) cos(31rt/ T) (5.L11c)

We rall (5.11) simple wave forrms, The set constructed from truncated sinc func-

tion becomes identical to this set of simple wave forms if one redefines x(L;T) in

(;-.I) as ros(nt, T ) r he etlect of ITIO(Iulating this set of simple data shapi' , com-

ponieit s by orthlogonal carriers is to translate the spectrum of a set of minimum



shift keying type signals ( which is different from the well known MSK scheme )

from baseband to a bandpass region. This is the basic difference between

Quadrature-Quadrature Phase Shift Keying and Minimum Shift Keying which

enables Q2PSK to use a given bandwidth more efficiently in the bandpass region.

Next we will discuss the spectral properties of Q2 PSK schemes which utilize

the set of truncated sinc pulses,composite waveforms and simple waveforms as

the baseband data shaping components. Among these three sets of data shaping @

components, particularly the last two are favourable from an implementation

view point; this is because they could be constructed by simple addition and sub-

traction of sinusoids which can bt- generated with perfection even at several hun-

dred Mtiz frequency.

5.4 Spectral Density

The equivalent normalized baseband power spectral density of generalized

Q2PSK signal is given by,

S,,,.,(f = I 1: l (5.12)
n0

where P, (f) is the Fourier transform of the i" data shaping pulse p, (t) and

f S,,, (f)df-.

Simple Wave Shape

The baseband( data shaping components over t I -T 2 are given by (5.11);

the corres pondirig Fourier translorrns are

b * , ,

*.. . . .. . . . . . . . . .



Pi(f) 2v~rcsr1(5. 13a)
P ) 1-4f 2 T2

2v fT sinT

'_T 1 cosrfT (5.13c)P3(f =-6 9-4f T2

Hence the spectral density is given by

-'S# 2 *~ T 8COS2 7rf T + 72 COS 2 rf T +2sin 2 rf T )(
jp (f ) 3x- - 2 _(14f2 T 2)2  (9-4f 2 T 2)2 + (_f2 T2)2

where the superscript s implies simple wave shaping.

S

Composite Wave Shape

The baseband data shaping components over (t <T/ 2 are given by (5.10);

the corresponding Fourier transforms are given by

PV --- cosrf T 2 2 j (5.15a)17- lf2T2 9-4f 2 1

P2(f) 2T cosrf;T + 2 (5.15b)

.2 V 2f T 2T

P 3 (f) ).V-Tcorf~22) (5.15c) 0
ir9-4f T' 1-4fT "

Hence the spectral density is given by

Sq qzPk(f)---- 2rfTL!2fi T  .iii f I T  __4f 2 T 2 
) (5.16) 0

3 r 4f (94f 2 T2 )' (9_4f 2 T2)(_4f T )

where the additional superscript c stands to rrean composite wave shaping.

" %
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Truncated Sinc Function Wave Shape

The data shaping components are given by (5.9); we consider only the first

three components to form a six dimensional signal space. There is no closed form

expression for the power spectral density; results due to numerical calculation are

illustrated in Figures 5.2 and 5.3.

Figure 5.2 shows the power spectral densities of MSK and three continuous

phase Q2PSK cases; power spectral densities have been plotted against normalized

frequency f/R , where R1, is the bit rate associated with respective schemes. It

should be noted that the spectrum fall-off associated with all three generalized

Q2PSK schemes,each of which maintains continuity in phase, is much faster than

that associated with MSK, although MSK also maintains a continuity in the car-

rier phase. Among three generalized Q2PSK schemes, simple and composite wave

shaping exhibit almost identical spectral density ( except a few nulls in the com-

posite case ) which fall off somewhat faster than that of truncated sinc wave

shaping. However, looking at the power spectral densities does not give any quan-

titative information about spectral compactness and energy effliciencies of the

schemes.

A rriestire of s pect ral corn pact ness is the percent of total power ('apt ured III

a specified baiidwidth;this is plotted in Figure ;).3 for aLl wr,, schvries. %hr.

W represents one sided thandwidth arol(i the carrier fr,-ienv. V,. ,isir

IIriet v nine per c r t power )al(k ,idt h as t lie in v rs,, Mii a-l: ' , (d ,,

I Iess. V"I l rF, w.? n}),. t :I t h )th 11 r ~ ,, :41I Ipe ,afi l i. ' , A': , -t l, ,. . ,-

1e.. : t 111 r i I. I I H. r I t tI I -l 1 1.
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Figure 5.3. Percent power captured as function of bandwidth for

MSK arid Q *PSK (n =3) using truncated Siric, Simple

and Composite wave shaPings.
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respectivelv; whereas trunv ated jnc .wa-' -riqapinz aii! \I'K r.:,ti ' :-t .. ,

W = 0.9R, a Wl( = = 1 2 1, respect '-,v l .r.',re in ii: Ir,-..-l r, -

spectral compact ness, the four ""her ies - ,rrie [ri th -e F(iliv k[{ .irdvr " -'K

Y.2PSKIi=3). 'runcaLed 'iiic wave shape. uiriipip and ( ,mip.)it. wa'-e t ii0-

The corresponding harildwi(ith lefil('iiei(i.,. iii' d t( b the rttl) of !)i. :t$,

bandwidth, are 0.14:, 1.1, 1.33 and 1 .38 rf ct 'pic lP ,
• 

I h 1 ' It ) 1,, ( ) !Tj)() , A: ,- 0

shaping It is possible to achieve a bandwidth ,tficli.'ncy which i s 1.6.-) tirie l, ! ,i"

>K. It should be renmerlbered that [),[ P ri' A 1 i-2 're es the harionI, ij

etficiencv by a facror of two over NISK. (Conparing P"l' h at n 3 t o n 2.

there is a lo". or 35( in bandwidth efficiencv; the gain is the ,ontinuity in ph.sve

which results in faster asymptotic spectrum fall-off.

In an attempt to cornperisate fur this loss one may add a fourth data -ihap-

ing component p4 (t) to the set defined in (5.10) for the composite wave shaping.

where the fourth component is given by

'1

p 4 (t) - sin(Yrt 1 T)cos(21rt/ T) . ( .7)

It should be noted that this fourth component maintains orthogonality with

respect to the three other components given in (5.10); but p,(r T. 2)= _- and there

fore it will disrupt the continuity in phase. The Fourier transform of his data

shaping component is given by l

P o 4 T 2f T 2T i '"s
P4 (f ) = TI I~-- , r' I )IT { 9-4T -T' 1

0

.0%
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TABLE 6.1

Energy and Bandwidth Effliciencies%

of' MSK,Q2 PSK and Generalized Q2PSK

Type of MSK QPSK (n 3) QPSK (n =3) QPSK (n ==3) QPSK

modulation biorthogonal trun. sinc simple composite n =

Bandwidth, .83 1.11 1.33 1.38 1.66

efficiency

Lb Nofor j 9.6dB 9.6dB 9.6dB 9.6dB 11.2dB

P, (E)=zi 10_ _ _ __ _ _ _

Q2PSK performance has also been compared with that of QORC, a non

constant envelope scheme ref. to Section 2.3 ~.Though spectral density of

QORC falls off' as f, while that of Q2PSK as f -1, the latter scheme outperforms

the former in bandwidth efficiency. Bit error probability of Q2 pSK (simple), MSK

and QORC are plotted in Figure 5.4 as functions of E&/N, This result is based

on bandlimiting uising a sixth order Butterworth filter with half power

b~andwidths W=[?, for both MISL and QORC, W=2/3R6 for 9
2 PSK .Two

differenit receivers have been considered for QORC (ref. to Section 2.3 )one is

\.SK, the other is QPSK. It, is observed that the bit error rate performances of

o,1.Kandl QOf{C (with \ISK receiver )are almost identical; while energy

,EIflcif'iic'v ife I, N,~ for a f16 F) to~ of %ISK is slightly better by 0.4 dB. How-

"V41rlit :') 1warnvt t ra[sitrlssiorI baiidwidtli, transmission rate In 9 2 1P.,K i'IS ..6

limf-1h;I M 00 W an
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101

QZORC (QPSX)

Q 2PSI(n-3)

0-

-4

10

wO OR C(MS K)

MSK

S6

5 7 9 11 13 is

E /N db

Figure 5.4. Bit error probabilities as functions of E,1N 0 for

Q2PSK (simple wave shape ), SK and QOR(-'

signals.
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5.6 Summary

In[ app1 cat ions where bandwidth etfibc icY is of prirmiary ronv-rn. C 'I'K

ri 2) seems to be a better candidate. 9 'P.SK'In --3) riay tirid a s italie jm)s it or'

where energy etiicien(,y is more important or lse of' fine filtering I baiillimiliti, 1

is cost prohibitive.

o-"

s.4.a....clnP. f
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PULSE SHIAPING; AN) NYQUIST RATE

8I.1 Introduction

1t ',; m0. w t, hIat t he hfest ac i ev :i ) if rat. v ' it h a ivro) II fijo r. iiio n i ;c i

\. 1 iist rate 2 ot I w() iri li per ,econd~ per He~rtz1. [-or t6ilarY or-O

if~vi com 11[IIicat lll thle rate 14 two btts per Mfconlii per ilerti.. This rate i-;

JchlieV abI)ifvoli . withi the llse' 1'iic l'unc ii5Ition Thdaa ha ping p 'i 'sf. ill rt-aii

zatminl Of si hirictioti is known to) hi3vE prok'lu'is fromlIi impiernenftlo po1fin~t- 'ft

-.io'w. III practicet. te probiemti s rfI' ice byt ) allowinig a hiiiid(th III exce\'fs" ()

N%'(qI Mt 5it HIII [iiiIHi Kititi Wilt h . I1 III1 is halt Ow vitnVHil Or hit) rate. I tio thrif

1use of oxv(' balldidth lo~vi-s the barid% 4th etf'icv below th tICIheorot cal

hlmit, ot two.

LfIilndr 3,15, 12 poinited ti it t hal t (i' tle 1glects NyvillIiit aLS4tinIfption of'

zen) iternolry of Oxe system., tfif tw ym "imlOI, or bfits per ;vcond per tier! z rate

CatiI lbe achieve.] wit~h practical tiller- ilialmii'. He i~nt rotice-il ;i corrf'lal vt' c'odliiig.

kniowni as 1)iohliaryv o( ri Inch tifi tirv'e lev''l deftectionl at the receiver.

Thie I breef level (If'tertioii m~cr#,avt's compiiiixv in hv rvcfi'vf'r and' sitl''rs ai 341

I'ios I lihe b t ferro~r rat v pef r rI ni if' 'c r ho. (p~
1

i i- prf)lf)'i l wfIiti. A loy.'

a i 1 it io t- fl t ti :11:11a ill h il :1 11( 11

d" e .e e
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t.f * - f*nil i K" !1111 1 , ;t'. i n - phpar piIt oc i t e' o

C T . ti~ i~C Tip i . e it . P ' ' ell: 'i m l iii

pir piii.1hi~it ij r iil e I iil 1r hi l r1eli 4 i i

i~~~~rl~j ) .r ; ' Lf , I! K I 
*  

+ ;t' r i lI r;If, ! lI i -,r , T li o t ii < l ( ti v r ,+ tv o ' s-

I I i I re I 'i ' i ki r I n ' vii I I' r . i i' ihii 1e -ltr I /v l i I l tb i iirv I I I

'I i" L p i ' i ii i' 1i pil ; #,lr c' , t I )e r ifr i 4 rt i c

, ., i T ' i -+ o ,+ r l Tl l . ,. t io t i i i p I+ tI I  Il i l- . !- l t, j l I Il , t l i i a rJ # N

0.2 Pubse Shaping

l ,'<+,,ire; i pf'Ilj ed Ih l alf cosll tuisold and a half sinllsoid leinied a.

t 'AI I 1 . _3i 'iil I 1a -4 t wo I a sapina 1) 111g pl ' l.ses. I is o s er vl tl I Iat

In acle-viuig t woef he bandwidth elhiency of [nilnium ihift, keying, the original

0'1",h roqliirilN about 1.6 fill Increxse n the average bit energy which is Malst ly

,fl t it ', 'i h i t ererenice u' t ised r by h ht(, t iile it trig ellect on the data

i iapiiv, plike P ith the niety ime percent power band width %

T) l( of \ISK as t e (,ll tion of channe. baindw dth. a d.t pulse of the shape

'D

A . -

"" 12 ~~~loej , tfri X ;h. almt, iJ+iniso r<te buan t + +;n dl, a data pulse of the h;e~p p, .t i ei- ,

] ,~~~lu lv ditst(ri,vd hb,,au.se of1 the+ sharp disc'ontiiith+' le '11t1 at r- it It S also



so

ilt-vrr od t hat if hret' or moi(re plilses of the ilhape p,( f occur in a row with thle

;)a0L;oirtt t )talit iiit Ing causes a destructive Iterference of thle worst

Il. 11(1 ltl' korst case iit iIat lolli of interference Is primrarily responsible for thle

rvyiilr.'iient 4f hivher hit energy. In ant attemipt to Improve the energy efficlicy, A

I'0 I I f i sin I te it ir TI IhI r Itir fe renc v i ,vIs I apli prope vr %vI

I tI tatI a I ~~ Iii I her words. one iieeds to flind ;itable shapes P1 1t

illt I a 11h; hir tiofeci )f itti erivlini$i intcrferf-uce djue to balidlinrult IniV Is

"1 tie- .-i'mniiito' ()tpeti r reit iced great ly.

IT Ie' Io K% I( Iti I I~ tr a 11s Iiis I o n in t he basebatid domain.

'0a~t~Iijttode1 4f thell trairiiitter and receiver is illustrated in Figuire 6.1.

111 an1 *vtflal It ta"t lon, howe0ver, tW su ch blocks of transmnitter and receiver are

1 oeort (me a.ss(,catedi with the sine carrier, the other is with thle cosine car-

rier its iijodei h e ipuit biniary data streamr has9 been represented by a series

()I 11nipi ises occurrinrg at Intervals of TU sec. Thle amplitude factor a, can be either -

I or 1. Tlhe in~put streamn is (Iemtultiplexed iuto two streams; the rate of

Ihuipu ls~" III thle djemultriplexed streamfs is half the rate (1/,'T) in the incoming

,trt'auin. 11,(f ) and f.1! ) are tilie pair of transmitter filters; P,*If ) and P, (f ) are

lilt rorretipotiditiq muatched filters at thle receiver. Thle receiver and transmitter

filters occupy a commnon b~andwidth (-W.WN). In absence of noise n(t), thle signal

at tilie Input of receiver is given by,

3q2p~~)- a,,* p,(t-2kT) + 2,A p 2(t-2kT)) 61

where p,(t and p2 (t are the impulse responses of tile transmitter filters wich are



X aG.&6((-2kT)

s A M

R A

44

a~b~tk p (t; lk0

I L -2,

A L 0; t f

L E 20

Fla 2k 6(t-2k 0

Fi-rre .1. aseand ode ofQ'PS trnsmiterand ecever
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not necessarily time limited (unlike the original Q2 PSK data pulses )and the

a,., a~ being either +1 or -1 represent the demultiplexed information bits over thle

interval (k-1)T<t<(kI1)T

At the receiver the matched filter outputs are sampled at regular intervals of

2T and binary decisions are taken using a threshold detector with the threshold

set at zero. The sampled values at the output of the two matched filters

represent the coordinates of the baseband signal in a two dimensional signal

space where p,(t) and P2(t) serve as the bases. Suppose the two observation bits

are a,, and a20,. The coordinate values are given by

=~ aI,0 RII(O) + V a I,, RII(n) +- V a 2.,R 2 1(n) (6.2)

=2 a2, R22(0) + a2, R.22(ri) a Ia R ,2(n) (6.3)

where,

Rjj(n) R1 1(2nT) =f pI(t-2nT) p1 (t) dt (6.4)

r.

R22(n) R 22(2nT) =f P2(t-2nT) P2(t) dt (6.5)

-r

R12(n) =R 12(2nT) r=f p 1 (t -2nT) P2 (t ) dt (6.6)

/R2 ,In )=R, 1 2T fp( -2nT) p1(t I dt (6.7)

r

are thle sampled values of t ht auto and ('ross-correlationi furict ion of' thie pulses

Pi(t) andi p2 (t) .The first t riti oni thev right of (6.2) or (6.31 Is the (iesiredl one

Owh remaining two sum''tatiori ternrri are lfie to Inters-yrnbol Hterlfervicf, It is to

It- notedI that P1 (t I 11(i P2(1 . Ii ,Yvreral. ;trt r;, itdlit i f th r-,1111 Ot
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pulses are causing intersyrnbol interference. To eliminate the effect of ISI in the

process of making binary decisions one needs the following criterion

R 11(n) = R 22 (11) =68a)

R 12 (n) =R 2 ,(n) 0(6.8b)

where,

6, n 4 0.

It should be observed that the above set of criterion imposes much stronger

restrictions on the shape of the two data pulses than the Nyquist criterion I2,25

or simple orthogonality between the two pulses. The auto and cross-correlation

functions are related to the pulse spectra by the following relations

R~(n) f p~k(f) P(f) ,4nrlrd(6)

Rid(n) =fP()P()entTdf (6.10)

k,1 1,2; k#41 0

Now, Ru(n) can be written in the following form

2m, -1

IAA(n) f' J pk(f) Pk(f) C,411uI df (.1

4Tr

A chanve of variables and an interchange of summation and integration gives

(6, i a I as

4T

2~>~)4-f r d, 6,0 (6. 12)

4T0
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-,ti ": v r:wew i~~itiation of ISL. or the above two integrals are

,. .. io ' .l,,t' 1I s :ninmniized in the sense of minimizing the

S3 ", iti iIons to Pulse Shaping Problem

.. ., .::.:.r ,, oi, 'r P F and :< ) which satisfy

,' - :" : r i tra' in Figure 6.2. The figure pair

i . - . ::- lri: ;lair. l'hiii pair arnieves the same

\ :' i:i' l' . i n I ace", ail t he realization

.... K :, . '' H,; t ti - . a t ti ert Transform pair

... - ':. l : r ' , " ,ontent. [he lilter

- . ...-- ,C ,4 ., t: , , , :i it has the old
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v T VT 39n~f

f f-
12 T 0 1/2T 0 1/2T

(b) P ()p (f)
2-

1%/2 T sinifffT

-1 /2T
1 0 12 0 1/2T

1p P2 (f)
20

%/2 T cosirf T

f K

0 1-1T/2T

FIgo re 6.2. Tranismitter filIter pairs for Q' hS t ran ',ni tlter %V'th

zvro lrpha~v and zero c-ross I it er,;No i OIIn vr ference. X
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However, instead of sharp cut off filtering at f if one allows a

But.terworth filtering alongwith an ideal differentiator, the realization problem is

greatly reduced. The bit error rate performance has been studied for

P, (f) v ,2cosx T and P (f) f ]B(f), where B(f) is a Butterworth low pass filter

of second order with three dB bandwidth as W 0.5 R, The corresponding

transfer function ;s given by,

P-) (6.17)

where s is the complex frequency ( normalized with respect to 3 dB bandwidth ).

This is a realizable transfer function. The corresponding bandwidth efficiency is

substantially higher than that of the original version of Q2 PSK. The energy

efficiency is also improved from 1l.2 dB to 10.8 dB. Thus pulse shaping provides

improvement in both energy and bandwidth efficiencies over the original Q2PSK.

If. bowever, the bandwidth of the Butterworth filter is reduced from 0.5 R, to 0.4

Rb, the bandwidth efficiency is increased from 2.0 to 2.5. The energy efficiency in

this situation is 12.7 dB. This energy efficiency is comparable to the 12.6 dB

value of Lender's Duobinary scheme, although the Q2PSK transmission rate in

this situation is higher than the Duobinary rate. And above all, a noticeable

advantage of Q2PSK over Duobinary is its binary detection at the receiver. It is

noteworthy that Q2"SK assumes a zero teory transmission while Duobinary

signal exploits the advantage of correlative coding on Nyquist's niinilum.-'

bandwidth zero memory signal. So the introduction of some sort of memory in

0
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Q2PSK format through the use of correlative coding may turn out to be quite

interesting and remains an open problem.

8.4 Summary

Pulse shapes which are optimum for Q2 PSK transmission are derived. The

optimality of this class of pulse shapes lies in zero in-phase and zero cross inter-

symbol interference. A few members of this class are convenient from a realiza-

tion point of view and achieve the limit of two bits per second per Hertz using

binary detection. Bit energy expenditure and system complexity are reduced

compared to the Duobinary scheme, which uses three level detection.

0
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CHAPTER SEVEN q

CONCLUDING REMARKS .'

7.1 Thesis Summary

Quadrature-Quadrature phase shift keying ( Q2 PSK ) is a new spectrally
@

efficient modulation scheme which can be considered as two minimum shift key-

ing type signalling schemes in parallel. It uses two data shaping pulses and two

carriers which are pairwise quadrature in phase; the scheme thus utilizes available .

signal space dimensions in an efficient way to increase the bandwidth efficiency by

a factor of two over two dimensional schemes such as QPSK, MSK, TFM. The

bit error rate performance, however, depends on the choice of the data shaping

pulse pair. With simple cosinusoidal and sinusoidal data shaping pulses the Eg/No0

requirement is approximately 1.6 dB higher than that of MSK and 0.6 dB higher

than that of TFM. With the suboptimum pulse shapes discussed in chapter six,

L the bit error rate performance of Q2PSK becomes closer to that of MSK, though

V for a given banidwidth the transmission rate in Q2 PSK remains twice the rate in

N I S K. :

Quadratre-Quadrature [)hase Shift Keying, unlike ISIK and TFNIl.dof.s not S

I.naitain a constant, envelope, which is (lesirable for certain non linear channels.

llowevr.a u;iple parity check coding on Q2 ',SK format witi c(),inuisoiilI: and

ifliusoidlal pillst ,S as dIata shapirng corinporetl ts fornis a c()ilw alt t t , ' ( ldope ,iu.lua[.

,-- -- . . - -%
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The bandwidth efficiency of this coded Q2PSK is 1.5 times that of MSK and

TF'M. The receiver based on the assumption of bit by bit detection has been con-

sidered; the bit error rate performance of this coded scheme is about 0.3 dB

* better than that of TFM while 0.7 dB worse than MSK. However, with symbol

by symbol detection the bit error rate performance is expected to be much better

than that of MSK; this is because the Euclidean distances among the signal

points in the coded Q2PSK format is higher than that in *LSK.

Like MSK, Q2PSK also has self synchronizing and self clocking ability. A

synchronization scheme which recovers carrier phase and bit timing information

is presented for coherent demodulation of the Q2PSK signal. Due to the coding

effect, this synchronization scheme does not work for the coded Q2PSK; a similar

but different synchronization scheme is presented for coherent demodulation of

coded QIPSK signal.

The original Q 2 PSK uses two data shaping pulses and two carriers which are

pairwise quadrature in phase. The scheme is generalized by incorporating n

number of orthogonal data shaping pulse- alongwith two orthogonal carriers to

create a 2n-dirnensional signal space. The original case of n -2 increased the

baidwidth etflcien(cy bv a factor of two over MlSlK at the expence of l.6t dB

in crease in tile average bIt, eierg. 'The extra bit energy requirement is avoided

by alio%'illg a 1()", 11 the balidwidth etfl('lel('V; in the special case tof Il -3 a

bald w*jh.1 et1litev vwh cr ju is I." t illes that of XISK is achieved withoult anv

II cra,'se in tnhe averae bit energy. In applications where baidwidth ethichTIe cy is,

()f primary 'oncerrn mrid (nl''()" i 2) enis to he a better ran(i(ate': but \%hitr,

0 "
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energy efficiency is more important or use of fine filtering ( bandlimiting ) is cost U
prohibitive , Q2PSK(n=3) iuay lind a suitable position.

The original Q2 PSK uses a half cosinusoid and a half sinusoid as two data

shaping pulses. On bandlimiting, these two pulses cause intersymbol interference I
and therefore Q2PSK requires a little higher bit energy compared to MSK. In an

attempt to eliminate both in phase and cross intersymbol interference a new class I
of pulse shapes is suggested. A few members of this class are convenient from an S

implementation view point and improve both energy and bandwidth efficiencies

considerably over the original scheme. With these pulse shapes, Q2PSK achieves

the Duobinary rate of two bits per second per [tertz using binary detection at the

receiver while Duobinary needs three level detection and hence higher bit energy

requirement.

7.2 Possible Future Developments

Constant Envelope in Multidimensional Space

\lany of the constant envelope modulation schemes in the literature

3, 1,S 10,23 , ass uine a two dimensional transmission. The development of con-

-tafit envelope O)t/.SK showed that a four dinieny onal transmission achieves con-

siiir'ble higher spectral elftciencv. In the two dimensional situation the tip of the

,,,odti ated signal vector moves over a circle, while in 92 l'SK (coded) the tip

11oVes ov( r ; il vper ofp.here , i iiienlsioui four. In general, one may consider a coil-

-- t 1 i ,iivlne ,,ne 1 l"iat l sin, aI as being one with a constellation of signal points

0
yinc 011 :a hyr phierv in :a ,uiiltiershinai signal space. An attempt to

S

- - *-- * ~'-<
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develop the theory of such multidimensional constant envelope modulation may

bring a better understanding of the trade off between constant envelope and

efficient use of bandwidth; it may also bring some spectral efficiency.

Correlative Coding on Q 2 PSK

In the last decade, considerable research has been done on correlative coding.

In many occasions it has been found to be effective in (i) achieving spectral

efficiency [ 6,11 (ii) providing suitable spectral shaping [ 11 I and (iii) designing

a class of constant envelope signals 4,10,23 ]. Most of the results apply to one or

two dimensional transmission. One may easily extend the usefulness of these

results to higher dimensionai transmission such as Q2PSK.

In chapter six, we discussed optimum pulse shapes for Q2 PSK transmission. S

In de-iving these pulse shapes we assumed a zero memory channel; in other

words, we assumed signal levels to be independent over successive intervals. Some

of the pulse shapes we discussed in this context suffer from realization problems.

It is expected that application of correlative coding to these pulse shapes will ease

the realization problem; at the same time it may improve the spectral efficiency.

Correlative coding has also been successfully applied to PSK systems in

smoothing out the phase trajectories of the carrier. Such smoothing operation

reglIts in good power efficiency and low level out-of-band radiation. For example,

when phase trajetories of an MSK signal is smoothed out by the use of correla.. j
tive codin g, one gets 'TF% sign l which is more pectrally corn pact than the N I x

S.?.

. . . .
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signal. One may apply the same idea to the newly developed Q2PSK signal and

lower the out-of-band radiation.

Convolution Coding on Q 2PSK

With the present day technology, Viterbi decoding has become a practical

and a powerful method for decoding convolutional codes and improving the

energy efficiency over uncoded schemes by an amount of 4-6 dB 26 ]. This result

applies to a wide variety of one and two dimensional transmission schemes. It has

been found that with simple hand-designed trellis codes, coding gains of 3-4 dB

can be achieved without any noticeable loss in the bandwidth efficiency 27 "

The design procedure of this simple trellis code assumes that m bits of informa-

tion are encoded per modulation interval so that there are 2" possible transitions.

An extended set of 2"' channel signals is considered and half of these channel

signals are assigned to the 2" possible transitions such as to achieve maximum

Euclidean distance among the code words. After the development of KPSK, it is

an open problem to search for suitable trellis codes which may increase the free

distance among the signal points in coded Q
2'PSK type modulation. In addition

to the co(ing gain, one may also expect to lind a suitable set partitioning tech-

nique ( on extended channel signals ) which results in constant envelope signals.

", :, --- -' - : . . - . i ,- . . . .t. S .. a .A ..° - - . . . A A.A . iA . .A - - .. - -'
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APPENDIX A

PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTION OF SIGNAL LEVEL

IN BANDLINTED SITUATION

'Ihle hand limited basehand 0 2 P5K signal can be written as

,,= p a t 2kT) (12..; P(t-2kT)J a nt) T t I' A
q p~k = (

k - - w

where p(t) and p2(t) are the bandlimited data pulses extending over -(2N% - 1)'''

to (2M4 - I)T, where NI is an integer and n(t) Is the additive Gaussian rnois, wvh

two sided spectral density as .N0 , 2. lere, a, 's being either -1 or 1 repr(eseti ' li

demultiplexed information bits over the interval (k-I)T. t< (k it

The receiver consists of two filters matched to p~jt) and pp)t). Ii i:ith: ied

filter outputs are sampled at regular intervals of 2'1 arid bi nary decis i;i arFe

takenl usirig zero crossing detectors. ''hlie <arfjpled valties at the oil Jp it of ie t , Wo

matched filters represent the coordinates of the receivel bas.baid Iiial iII a t W)

dinriensional signal space where I,) I and *t) .ervf as the bases. Suppose'!hie

0
two (ibservation hits are a, , :11i i 3. 'l' 'ooordiimt(s iF'' 2,IV(,Ii K t lie r:iiifu)ii

var ibles :'~aid X.,, where

V~t~ili~tX !?'t jtlll .V:! W jr

A S

-~ -. a ".-

N. 1  u tilt 'lu - .,U* Wi

" " ":. " " . ,, It I . . . Ii ¢ -, " - "• / " • #r . , " :_ .. . ... . . .
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.17,, arid X20 and then calculating the bit error probability using the following rela-

f fx 10  dz 10  + f fx (Z20) d ..P b ( E ) 2 R ( ) 2 R )

In this method, computation effort increases only linearly with 2(2M-.-1).

Computation of' pdf"s I
The characteristic Function i 18 of the random variable X. is

xl, ) (f) E j

,Zf 2,12

-. o r,0)II cos 22rfRl(?i) H C° 22rfR2 1( ) (A. 10)
,=1 .=1

Similarly,

- =( f E 

02- 
, 0

2,r21 2,22 '-- e .cos 2irf R (O) [ cos' 22rflR22 (t) [1 cos 22 frfR 2(") (A. 11)

The probability density functions f,. o(z o) and f ,((zn2) are given by the Fourier

transforrs of ,,X ) and P',(

*-.S

The bit error ratle performances of QlYSK under bandli rfitedl situation have

been evaitlated using the relations (A..9) through (A. 11). The procedure lies in the

1,Jollo''ing steps:

) omlte the sampled auto and cross-correlation functioNs I?( k),

l .j , k ft.. of the handlinited data puklses for k - 0,1,2,3 ......

p 0

N. V - '.. -



(ii1) Choose MI and compute t he sample poinlts of (Dx,(f )and (PV1/(

uISIng (A. 10) and (A. 11) typical selected set. of parameters : M = 10 i.e. 151 from

tenl adjacent symibols on either side, Numnber of sampling points, N 102411

(Ili) 'rake FFT of the set of sample points found in step (ii) for

findinig samnpled values of j~x,(: a) and f,,20 z,) arid then use (A.9) for cmlpultling

the bit error probability Pb (E ).

Trhis procedure has been followed in chapter three, four. five and six for

evaluating; the bit error rate performance of different signalling schemes under

bandhirnited situations in the presence of additive white Gaussian noise (AWG.N). -

Thie key equations (A.9) through (A. 11) used in the evaluations were mnodified

according to the need of the situations involved. For e-xamiple, with \ISK or anyoK

wo dimensional schemne, one need not consider the cross-correlation functions

and the comrputational effort is reduced by half. Simrilarly, for Q2 PsKin =:3), one

nleeds miodifying all of ( A.9), (A. 10) and (A.1.1) i order to include the effect of

transmiss ion duie to the tiird pulse shaping~ comnenIIflt. Ti
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APPENDIX B

)"5h- ANI) l,(t LEVLL ,.SI .,

The four level MSK 3cheme is similar to the conventional biorthogonal MSK

-cheiie except the fact that here each pair of input information bits ( each bit

bein, of duration T, 2 ) is first coded into one of the four possible levels

L, - 1.2,34 . The stream of coded levels ( each level being of duration T ) is

then treated as the input to a conventional NISK modulator. So, the amplitude of

the cosine shaped data pulses, as described in Figure 2.2, instead of being only

4
- I or -1, takes one of the four values from the set L . Thus four level MSK

accepts twice as many input bits as ordinary MSK. To minimize the average bit

energy requirement for a given probability of error, the amplitude levels are •

assumed to be placed symmetrically around the origin as illustrated in Figure

B.1. The optimum decision regions D, for each level L, are also shown. The cod-

irg has been performed in such a way that adjacent levels differ by one bit only;

this will reduce the average bit error rate. If we maintain the 99% power

bandwidth ( W 1.2,T ) as the channel bandwidth, there will be no noticeable

int ers vIIIhol interference. In that sitilation, the channel is completely (etined by a

et, of probabilities where p,, is the probability that level L, is transmit-

t' aII(i L, is detected. The average bit error probability is given by, -'

whItrs' /',. I lie iit e rror probabilitY if only the , level were allowed to be

.. a~a• -a



3C2 100

L Wd2.100 M

2
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L -01 D03
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LA -30/2 0 1

Figure B.1 Coding scheme for four-level MSK
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transmitted. By trivial reasoning one may write

PbI (P1 (B. 2)

and by symmetry,

Pb4 =P61 ([B.4)

Pb3  Pb2 ([B.5)
A

P12 =P23 (B. 6)

H ence the average bit error probability is

Pb (E) - (2p 1V,2 p13- 2 P24'P 141P21) ([B.7)

Now referringr to Figure B.Iandwiic n(t) for the additive Gaussian noise corn-

ponent,

P 12 = Prob d > n(t) > 3d 1

Q[ Nd/ 2 Q 3d 2 j

- '(r) -Q(3r) ([3.8)

w here,
0

E b rA
Lb -

00

E 54
q0

.,i he %'er~e b
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Siinilarly,

P13 = 9(3r) - Q15r) (B.9)

7P24 = (5r) (B.10)

P 21 = Q() (B. 11)

P24 = Q(3r) (B. 12)

Hence the average bit error probability is

b (E) = (3 Q(r) 2 Q (r3) - Q r)) . (B.13)

It follows from (11.13) that for a bit error rate of i0-5  a four-level NISK

requires 13.1 dB F, .V,. Thus in achieving twice bandwidth efficiency of

biorthogonal MSK, the four-level NISK requires about 1.42"o increase in the aver-

age bit energy; whereas with Q2 PSK the increment is only 15%. Thus Q'PSK

turns out to be a more energy elicient candidate to increase the bandwidth

elfciency by a factor of two over ordinary or biorthogonal %ISK.

k'n

+" "-S

0;?

g S
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APPENDIX C -.

.4

SUFFICIENT STFATISTIC FOR DECISION IN 6
-SI.

CODED Q-PSK Z

In chapter lour, demodulation of coded Q 2PSK signal was based on hard

decision as shown in [2 ig ire .. 1. T he meaning and tefinitions of different sym-

bols and variables used in the following discussions are consistent with Figure
0

I.1. As shown in this figuire, the decision about the information bits in a, t) and

,(t) are made independently from the observations on the respective pulse trains

only. To make a decision about a, , we make a simplifying assumption that a,

anId a, are decoded correctly. Correctly inade decisions of a, and a3 alongwith the

estimates a,, of a., and its redundant version a4, of a 4 are then the observations

or making decision about, ..2 \ decior, which is optimum in tihe sii ot -A'i

minimizing, the probability of error, will maximize aposteriori probability gin -

by V

pla: ,a. a. ,a2 , a4,) ('.1)

I ) other words, the decoder chose. . -, if

111( z, I ,)thi,rwis,

[et 1 wrie - .

-,%hjrr z, ;mdn r, Trhle 1im : d xii oust (flh potrmt' illt] 111fft sam ipio

0

. -.......................... -" " -.... . .....................-A...-d... "• • *- . -.. . , -. .- - - - --. -- - ,. .- •." . • "
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Now ((2) carn be rewritten as

a a 1p( 2 zs I,,a,~-.- a2  n4 ja 1 ,a3}) -p(a 2 =-I a 2 ,,{' 4 ,--- a? n~ aa 3 )- 0
a 3  a 3

If probability of a, -i and a 2 = -1 are same and equal to half then the decod-

in-I rule reduces to

p (a 2,  ) p (A -( 4 - p,,(a2 , t) p.,(A4, L) 0 ('.3)

,, h e re,

a,
A -- a 4,

a 3

4 - n 4
a 3

and p., and p, are the probability density functions of the random variables n,

and N4, and the arguments of p,(.), PN 4 (.) are the values of the random variables

, tJ. (.4J4, ) respectively ( retaining the same notations for the random vari-

:bles and the corresponding random values ). Each of these two density functions

are riorial with varianre .NO 2. After simplifying (C.3), one can be write the

4)ptinituin decoding rule as follows:

Choose ,, l if'

a' a 4o -- - C. .1,
a3

:Mi1(d , . - I othervise.

Th is r the'; otiuIIIII lmloint is hased on the observation V .Iletice V is tihe

l1lm ~'i4nit stiatisti

0-.

0%%

- -- , . . .:, . , .- , . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. "-:. '::1:
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